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ROUNDWOOD PRODUCTION FORECASTING IN POLAND, ON
THE BASIS OF THE DATA OF THE CENTRAL STATISTICAL
OFFICE IN THE YEARS 2000 - 2012
LYUBOV ANDRUSHKO
Kielce University of Technology,
Faculty of Management and Computer Modelling,
Chair of Management and Marketing

The paper presents the results of research on the construction and evaluation of
the forecast of the economic phenomenon in the future time period on the example
of roundwood production in Poland.
The process of building an econometric model as a linear function is illustrated
in this paper. The trend function was verified and the convergence coefficient was
calculated. The point and the interval forecast was constructed. On the basis of the
results of studies the forecast accuracy was evaluated and a number of
recommendations were presented. The recommendations regard the use of research
results for decision-making and the needs of the material economy.
Keywords: forestry and wood industry, roundwood production, econometric model,
point forecast, interval forecast, forecast evaluation

1. Introduction
On the basis of the analysis of economic phenomena and processes in the
forestry and timber sector one can assume that in modern environmental issues
related to the use of forest resources the relative and absolute indicators
characterizing their economic effectiveness will be essential in the evaluation of
ecological effectiveness of using natural resources. The condition of the natural

environment will be affected by its monitoring, proper determination of
developmental objectives in the forest management and related sectors.
A systemic approach to the rational use of natural resources nowadays
becomes a guarantee to reduce the economic, social and ecological risk. Therefore
it is necessary that the executives and business operators have the ability to
anticipate future economic events and estimate in their developmental, economic
and financial plans the necessary amounts of roundwood production, its price,
production revenues and costs.
The aim of the paper is to present the individual stages of constructing the
econometric model for the needs of the executives involved in the planning of
economic activity in the General Directorate of the State Forests in Poland.
Source data were obtained from the yearbook of the CSO ”Forestry” from the
years 2020-2012. The stages of constructing the model include: a preliminary
exploration (data preparation), model building, evaluation and verification of the
forecasting model, drawing conclusions on the basis of the model verification
results and making recommendations for the practical use of the results of the
forecast amounts of roundwood.
2. Data exploration (preparation of data for the model)
Data on the amount of roundwood production
presented in Table 1.

in the years 2000 − 2012 is

Table 1. Roundwood production in the years 2000-2012, thousand m3
T

Year

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

Roundwood
production in
thousand m3 27659
26671
28957
30836
32733
31945
32384
35935
34273
34629
35467
37180
37045

Source: based on the data of the Central Statistical Office
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3. Construction of the econometric model
Figure 1 shows the scattering diagram, that is, the data from Table 1.
The distribution of the empirical points forming a time series indicates that a trend
function with accuracy to the random component in the form of linear function (1)
can be adopted to describe this phenomenon.
yˆt = a1t + a0
(1)
where
− the amount of roundwood produced in the consecutive years , in thousands m3,
t = 1, 2, ..., 13 − years corresponding to the calendar years 2000, 2001, ..., 2012,
a1, a0 − structural parameters of the model (in other words numbers),
n = 13 – number of observations – number of data.
It is called building an econometric model of roundwood production, as a linear
function.
Yt (tys. m3)
45000
40000
35000

y = 842,58x + 26849
R² = 0,9026

30000
25000
20000
15000
10000
5000
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

t (lata)

Figure 1. Scatter diagram – data from Table 1

The aim of the econometric analysis is to determine the structural parameters
a1, a0 in the model (1). In order to do that auxiliary calculations were performed in
Table 2.
To estimate the structural parameters of this function the dependencies
resulting from the classical method of the least squares were used [1].

 yt = na0 + a1 ∑ t

2
∑ ( yt t ) = a0 ∑ t + ∑ t
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(2)

After substituting the appropriate data from table 2 we obtain:

 425714 = 13a0 + 91a1

3133348 = 91a0 + 819a1

(3)

Table 2. Auxiliary calculations
Year

t

yt

yt t

t2

ŷt

( yt − yˆt )2

( yt − yt )2

2000

1

27659

27659

1

27691,732

1071,383824

25890092,36

2001

2

26671

53342

4

28534,314

3471939,063

36920580,36

2002

3

28957

86871

9

29376,896

176312,6508

14365849,28

2003

4

30836

123344

16

30219,478

380099,3765

3652803,053

2004

5

32733

163665

25

31062,06

2792040,484

202,5147929

2005

6

31945

191670

36

31904,642

1628,768164

643574,2071

2006

7

32384

226688

49

32747,224

131931,6742

131936,5917

2007

8

35935

287480

64

33589,806

5499934,898

10161872,67

2008

9

34273

308457

81

34432,388

25404,53454

2327971,746

2009

10

34629

346290

100

35274,97

417277,2409

3541055,438

2010

11

35467

390137

121

36117,552

423217,9047

7397144,669

2011

12

37180

446160

144

36960,134

48341,05796

19649443,05

2012

13

37045

481585

169

37802,716

574133,5367

18470820,36

91

425714

3133348

819

-

13943332,6

143153346,3

∑

By solving the system of equations (3) we obtain the values of parameters a1, a0.
 a1 = 842,582

a0 = 26849,15

(4)

The equation of the linear trend function has then the following form:

yˆt = 842,58t + 26849,15 + et
where et = yt − yˆt − remainder component.
The graphic illustration of the trend function is presented in Figure 1.
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(5)

The average of the yt variable is
yt =

1 13
1
∑ yt = 13 425714 = 32747,23
n t =1

The average of the t variable is
t=

1 13
1
∑ t = 13 91 = 7
n t =1

3. Results of the empirical studies
Verification of the trend function. The verification of the trend function
(econometric model) consists in checking how well it matches the empirical data.
We calculate variation of the random component:
13

S =
2
e

∑ (y
i =1

t

− yˆ t )

2

n−k

(6)

where n = 13 – the number of data, k = 2 – the number of estimated parameters
( a0 , a1 ) of the trend function.
From Table 2 we read
13

∑ (y
t =1

− yˆ t ) = 13943332 ,6
2

t

hence
S e2 =

13943332,6
= 1267575,7 .
13 − 2

The standard deviation of the remainder component – the estimation error of the
model is
3
S e = S e2 = 1267575,7 = 1125,86 thousand m

(7)

The remainder variation coefficient is

Ve =

Se
1125,86
∗ 100 % =
∗ 100% = 3,44%
32747 ,23
yt

(8)

The obtained coefficient Ve < 10%.
It is significantly less than 10%, which indicates a good match of the model to the
empirical data.
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Calculation of the convergence coefficient. The convergence coefficient was
determined from the dependency according to [1] and data from Table 1.
13

ϕ

2

∑(y
=
∑(y
t =1

t

− yˆ t )

t

− yˆ t )

2

2

=

13943332,6
= 0,0974
143153346,3

(9)

The determination coefficient is defined from the dependency

R2 = 1 − ϕ 2 = 1 − 0,0974 = 0,9026

(10)

The value of the determination coefficient indicates that 90.26% variation of the
variable yt is explained by the model (1).
Verification of the structural parameters. Calculating average estimation error
of the structural parameters: for parameter
according to [1] and data from
Table 1.
D (a1 ) =

for parameter
D (a1 ) = S e

Se

∑t − n∗t
2

2

=

1125,86
819 − 13 ∗ 7

2

=

1125,86
= 83,46
13,49

(11)

according to [1] data from Table 1.

∑t
= 1125,86
n (∑ t − nt )
2

2

2

819
= 1125,86 ∗ 0,58 = 662,39
13 819 − 13 ∗ 7 2

(

)

The relative average estimation errors of parameters

and

D (a1 )
83,45

Va1 = a 100 % = 842 ,582 100 % = 9,9 < 50 %
1

D (a0 ) 662 ,398
 V a0 =
=
100 % = 2, 47 % < 50 %
a0
26849 ,15


(12)

are respectively [1]:

(12a)

And are significantly smaller than 50%, which indicates good match of the model
to the empirical data.
The econometric model of roundwood production in thousands of m3 in the
consecutive years is noted in the general form
(13)
yˆ t = a1t + a0 + et
D(a1 ), D(a0 ), Se
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R2

And for this case it is
yˆt = 842,58t + 26849,15 + et

(14)

(83, 46 ) (662,39) (1125,86) R 2 = 0,9026

The quality of function (14) is assessed by determining the significance of the trend
slope coefficient, the so-called significance of parameter .
We hypothesize, H 0 : a1 = 0 against the alternative hypothesis : ≠ 0.
For verification of H 0 we use the statistics according to [1].

T=

a1
842,58
=
= 10,09
D(a1 ) 83,46

(15)

From the t-Student distribution table, for the assumed confidence level of
1 - α = 0.95, and n − k = 13 − 2 = 11 degrees of freedom, we read the critical
value of the test tα = 2,201.
The critical test area for the assumed hypothesis H 1 is:

 K = (− ∞,−tα ) ∪ (tα , + ∞ )

 K = (− ∞,−2,201) ∪ (2,201,+∞ )

(16)

Conclusion:
T ∈ K,
(17)
hypothesis should be rejected in favour of the
hypothesis ,
means that the
this means that the parameter
is significantly different from zero. The value of
this parameter
= 842,58 m3/year is interpreted as follows: for the years 20002012, on average, each year 842,58 thousand m3 more roundwood was produced
in comparison to the previous one.
Summary of the outcomes:
a) statistically significant estimation of the parameter a1 − dependences (4) and (17);
b) low average estimation errors of parameters a1 and a0 − dependencies (11) and
(12) and low relative errors (12a);
c) low value of the remainder variation coefficient
− dependency (8);
d) determination coefficient R 2 close to unity − (10), indicates that the linear
trend function (14) describes well the amount of the roundwood production in the
time function and can be used for short period forecasting.
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4. Roundwood production forecast
Point forecast. The point forecast of the amount of roundwood in the year 2013,
that is, for t = T = 14 determined by the relation (5) and is

yT* =14 = a1T + a0 = 842,58 ∗14 + 26849,15 = 38645,298 thousand m3

(18)

The point forecast is given with the accuracy to standard deviation of the remainder
component
dependency (7).


yT∗ =14 = a1T + a0 ± Se

 yT =14 = 38645,298 ± 1125,86 = [37519,438 ÷ 39771,158]

(19)

Next, the absolute and relative forecast error is determined according to [1] and
data from Table 2.
Absolute forecast error
3
1 (T − t )
1 (14 − 7) 2
DT = Se 1 + + n
= 1125,86 1 + +
= 1306,266 thousand m
n
13
182
∑(t − t )2
2

(20)

i =1

The relative error of this forecast is equal to:

DTrelative = DT′ =

DT
1306,266
* 100% =
* 100% = 3,38% < 10%
*
yT
38645,298

(21)

It is assumed that the relative forecast error DT′ less than 10% is a small relative
error. This means that the resulting forecast (19) may be regarded as acceptable.
The estimated linear trend function is a good predictor.
Interval forecast. In order to make the interval forecast one should check earlier
the normality of the random component distribution of the trend function.
The check will be performed with the Jacque-Berry test. Table 3 contains the
appropriate auxiliary calculations.
The null hypothesis is tested:
H 0 - the random component of the trend function has a normal distribution, with
the alternative hypothesis
H1 - the random component of the trend function does not have the normal
distribution.
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The JB statistics according to [1] and data from Table 2 are used to verify H 0 ,
defined as follows:
1
1
2
(22)
JB = n  ∗ B1 +
∗ (B2 − 3) 
24
6

where
2

1
et3   1



 B1 =  ∑ 3  =  9,21277  = 0,502
S t   13

n


S t = 1 ∑ et2 = 1 13943332,6 = 1035,647

n
13

e4
1
1

B 2 = ∗ ∑ t4 = 44,313 = 3,408
n
S
13

t

e t = yt − yˆ t − remainder...component

(23)

Table 3. Auxiliary calculations cont
yt

ŷt

yt − yˆ t

Year

t

2000

1

27659

27691,732

-32,732

2001

2

26671

28534,314

2002

3

28957

2003

4

2004

et2

et3

et4

et3
St4

et4
S t4

-35068,53533

1147863,298

-3,1571E-05 9,978E-07

-1863,314 3471939,063

-6469312662

1,20544E+13

-5,8240258

10,4784663

29376,896

-419,896

176312,651

-74032976,83

31086150838

-0,0666485

0,02702219

30836

30219,478

616,522

380099,376

234339627,8

1,44476E+11

0,21096523

0,12558791

5

32733

31062,06

1670,94

2792040,484

4665332126

7,79549E+12

4,19998477

6,77636756

2005

6

31945

31904,642

40,358

1628,768

65733,82556

2652885,732

5,9177E-05

2,3061E-06

2006

7

32384

32747,224

-363,224

131931,674

-47920750,42

17405966651

-0,04314086 0,01513044

2007

8

35935

33589,806

2345,194

5499934,898

12898414322

3,02493E+13

11,6118515

2008

9

34273

34432,388

-159,388

25404,535

-4049177,952

645390375,4

-0,00364529 0,00056102

2009

10 34629

35274,97

-645,97

417277,241

-269548579,3

1,7412E+11

-0,24266224 0,15135715

2010

11 35467

36117,552

-650,552

423217,905

-275325254,3

1,79113E+11

-0,24786271 0,15569749

2011

12 37180

36960,134

219,866

48341,058

10628555,05

2336857884

0,0095684

2012

13 37045

37802,716

-757,716

574133,537

-435030166,9

3,29629E+11

-0,39163773 0,28653611

∑

91 425714

425713,91

0,088

13943332,57

10233525728

5,0978E+13

9,21277437

1071,384

26,2947248

0,00203136

44,3134856

Thus, the empirical value of the JB statistics is:

1
1
2
JB = 13 *  * 0,502 +
* (3,408 − 3)  = 13 * [0,0837 + 0,007 ] = 1,1786
24
6
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(24)

JB statistics has the chi-square distribution with two degrees of freedom.
For the assumed confidence level of 1 − α = 0,95, we read the critical values of the
test from the distribution tables .
(25)
xα2 = 5,991
JB = 1,1786 < xα2 = 5,991

For this case

(26)

means that there is no basis for rejecting the H0 hypothesis declaring that the
remainder component of the trend function has normal distribution.
Now the interval forecast can be constructed:

{

}

T yT∗ − tα Dt < yt < yT* + tα Dt = 1 − α

(27)

For the confidence level 1 − α = 0,95 and the sample size n = 13, value tα is read
from the distribution table t-Student for n − 2 = 13 − 2 = 11 degrees of freedom:
tα = 2,201. Considering the dependencies (18) and (20), the interval forecast will
be noted:

38645,298 - 2,201 ∗1306,266 < y T < 38645,298 + 2,201∗1306,266
37770,206 < yT < 41520,389 thousand m3

(28)

Absolute error ex-ante of this forecast is:

Vt = tα DT = 2,201 ∗ 1306,266 = 2875,09 thousand m3

(29)

Relative error ex-ante of this forecast is:

VTrelative = VT′ =

VT
2875,09
∗100% =
∗100% = 7,43 < 10%
*
38645,298
yT

(30)

The errors (29) and (30) can be considered low and the forecast can be regarded as
acceptable. The forecast value for T = 14 is in the range of (28) with a probability
of 95%.
Evaluation of the results. From the data of the Central Statistical Office the
amount of roundwood production was
= 37996 %ℎ'() *+ ,-. The error
ex-post for our forecast is:
3
V post = yT∗ =14 − y14 = 38645,298 − 37996 = 649,29 thousand m
3
V post < S e = 1125,86 thousand m

This means that the forecast was fulfilled almost 100%.
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5. Discussion and summary
The paper illustrates only one type of forecasting model. The linear trend
function describes well the amount of roundwood production in the time function
and can be applied to short-term forecasting. However, if the analysis results
indicated a low level of matching and a large ex post error, it would be advisable to
analyze several forms of non-linear econometric models and select the form of
model that would match best with the empirical data.
In practical business it is not only forest management employees that are
interested in the forecast results but also business operators involved in wood
processing including: production of paper, electric energy, furniture or minor wood
processing that need this kind of information.
For the purpose of monitoring the natural environment, forecasting the
amount of roundwood provides information on the level of roundwood production,
which should remain within the tolerance limits of using natural resources.
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SEMANTIC TECHNOLOGIES BASED METHOD
OF COLLECTION, PROCESSING AND SHARING INFORMATION
ALONG FOOD CHAIN
DARIUSZ DOBROWOLSKI a), ANDRZEJ MARCINIAK b), GRZEGORZ BARTNIK c),
PAWEŁ KAPŁAŃSKI d), ZDZISŁAW ŁOJEWSKI a)
a)

Institute of Computer Science, Maria Curie Sklodowska University (UMCS)
b)
Faculty of Transport and Computer Science, University of Economics
and Innovation in Lublin
c)
Faculty of Production Engineering, University of Life Sciences in Lublin
d)
Department of Applied Informatics in Management, Gdansk University of Technology

In the paper the method of collecting, processing and sharing information along
food chain is presented. Innovative features of that method result from advantages
of data engineering based on semantic technologies. The source to build ontology
are standards and regulations related to food production, and data collected in databases owned by food chain participants. It allows food chain information resources
can be represented in semantic languages RDF/RDFS/OWL and form semantic database where data are easily integrated according to various criteria using automatic
inference algorithms. Feasibility of proposed method is achievable with Ontorion
Knowledge Framework.
Keywords: Food Chain, Semantic Technologies, Ontology, Enterprise Integration
Platform, Ontorion, FluentEditor

1. Introduction
The concept of feasibility study defined by the European Union includes the
operations carried out at the stage of formulation of the project, verification if the
project has a good foundation for implementation and if it meets the needs of the
targeted beneficiaries. The study should become a project plan. There must be
identified and critically examined all the operational details of its implementation,
such as commercial, technical, financial, economic, institutional, socio-cultural and
environmental issues. The feasibility study allows to determine the financial and
economic profitability, and as a result it creates a clear justification for the goal of
the project.
Organizations belonging to the food chain form an ordered set from feed producers and primary products by manufacturers of foodstuffs, transport and storage
operators and their subcontractors to the retail sales of nutritional products and
services (including organizations indirectly related to the sector, such as manufacturers of machinery and equipment, packaging materials, cleaning ingredients and
additives). The food chain also includes service organizations. According to ISO
22000: 2005 definition of food security refers to the presence of food-related risks
at the moment of its consumption. Occurrence of risk referring to the food safety
can appear at any stage of the food chain, so it is necessary to supervise appropriately the entire food chain.
Communication with the whole food chain is essential to ensure that all relevant risks relevant to the food safety are identified and adequately supervised at
every stage. It means communication between organizations of the food chain towards its start and its end. Communication with suppliers and customers regarding
identified risks and monitoring measures will help to determine precisely the requirements and expectations of the customer and the supplier (e.g. feasibility or the
impact of certain expectations and requirements on the finished product).
The problems of Organizations is the lack of the documented information
provided in an automatically processable format. Defining an uniform, commonly
accepted framework for the proposed feasibility study, including methods of description of shared data and their availability and defining the behaviour of the
system in a dynamic environment, will enable to solve a number of integration
problems and enable to generate solutions based on an uniform standard. It will
facilitate the availability and searching heterogeneous information resources and
creation of interfaces. One of the purposes for which it is made an attempt to integrate data, is an improvement of processes in the Organizations from the food industry. As a result, it will partly ensure the required level of food safety, reduction
of costs and increase of the efficiency of operations.
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The diversity of the internal structure of information resources which are the
subject of integration is important, but not the only problem faced by designers of
integration solutions.
Among many issues, the following ones are in the centre of attention:
• variety of systems, query languages, integration strategies,
• redundancy, which makes the performance operations on data difficult, including aggregation,
• the problem of the quality and reliability of data.
There are many types of systems and kinds of relationships between organizations
that require integration. Solutions in this area include shared systems, i.e. those that
are owned by all cooperating organizations and are jointly managed, or in which
one organization makes its resources available to other systems, loosely coupled
systems, integrated systems, cooperating systems, and systems based on a common
interface, such as a website.
2. Methodology
Method of collection, processing and providing information proposed by our
Team regarding the risks for integrity of the food, existing in each segment
of the food production chain takes into consideration the following assumptions
[5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]:
• Risks arise in all segments of the food production chain. The structure of this
chain is a trajectory in the network of biological, climatic, technological,
economic and sociological interaction. Every interaction is connected with
specific risks. The categorization of these risks (what are they and what are
their property) is essential in risk management and food safety. Conceptualization of this complex system of risks should be formalized in a way that
enables automated processing of information. This possibility is created by
an ontological engineering of knowledge.
• Knowledge represented in the conceptual structures defined by ontology enables its automated processing by algorithmic inference processes.
The stream of information along the food chain should be modular, i.e. local,
separable and factorized. This means that in each segment of interaction
networks, the specific information for a particular segment should be connected to the set of processing information. The entire chain is mapped in the
information space, built according to the semantic technologies. The structure of semantic database is a modular graph, where each module represents
a semantic subgraph, specific for a particular segment of the chain.
• To build ontology, the source of concepts and inter conceptual relations are
standards and regulations: HACCP, BRC and IFS standards, ISO 9001, ISO
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22000 - GHP, GMP, Codex Alimentarius, Council Directive 89/397 / EEC
of 14.06. 89, the Council Directive No 93/43 / EEC of 14.06. 93, Regulation
(EC) No 852/2004 of the European Parliament and the Council of 29 April
2004., Regulation (EC) No 853/2004 of the European Parliament and the
Council of 29 April 2004 . We assume that every organization that is a participant in the food chain complies with the norms and standards and documents its activity.
• The system of information flow must be evolutionary, self-learning and selforganizing. The food production chain must be predictable and verifiable by
independent, directed for this purpose system. Each part of integrated food
must be connected with the identifying element directing to resources stored
in the semantic database.
At present, there is no universal, uniform, widely-accepted model of data
exchange. Multi-faceted diversity and wide range of issues for which you should
find a solution when creating the integration system caused the creation of many
proposals and systems that can be used in certain situations.
Feasibility study of the project is based on the available semantic technologies. Therefore the proposed method is a synthesis of relational technologies of
databases that are commonly used by participants of the food chain and semantic
technologies.

Figure 1. Flowchart of the project

The structure of such a system is shown in Fig. 1. Regardless of the structure
of the data source, data is collected and processed to a uniform system of representation (RDF, RDFS, OWL), for example Oracle Spatial and Graph. Processed data
is collected by ONTORION, the semantic server of knowledge. This server cooperates with Cloud systems.
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2.1. Ontorion

Ontorion
node
node
node
node

Conclusions

CNL
Ontology

Data
Stream

Ontorion is a Distributed Knowledge Management System with Natural Language interfaces (CNL) [2] and a built-in rules engine. It is compatible with Web
Ontology Language 2 (OWL2) [1] and Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) [4]
and can be hosted in the Cloud or OnPremise environments. Ontorion is a family of
products of server and client-side components for desktop and web allowing for the
broad integration of custom software and existing corporate infrastructure. Ontorion performs real-time reasoning over the stream of data with the aid of an ontology
that expresses the meaning of the given data (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. Ontorion - Knowledge Management System

Ontorion is a set of components equipped with algorithms that allows one to
build large, scalable solutions for the Semantic Web. The scalability is realized by
both the NoSQL, symmetric database and the ontology Modularization algorithm.
Modularization algorithm splits the problem into smaller pieces that are able to be
processed in parallel by the set of computational nodes, therefore; Ontorion is a
symmetric cluster of servers, able to perform reasoning on large ontologies. Every
single Ontorion Node is able to make the same operations on data. It tries to get the
minimal suitable ontology module (component) and perform the desirable task on
it. Symmetry of the Ontorion cluster provides the ability for it to run in the “Computing Cloud” environment, where the total number of nodes can change in time
depending on the user needs.
2.2. FluentEditor 2014
FluentEditor 2014 [3], an ontology editor, is a comprehensive tool for editing
and manipulating complex ontologies that uses CNL. FluentEditor, shown in Figure 2, provides a more suitable alternative for human users to eXtensible Markup
Language (XML)-based OWL editors. Its main feature is the usage of Controlled
English as the knowledge modelling language. Supported via Predictive Editor,
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it prohibits one from entering any sentence that is grammatically or morphologically incorrect and actively helps the user during sentence writing.
Controlled English is a subset of Standard English with restricted grammar
and vocabulary in order to reduce the ambiguity and complexity inherent in full
English.
Main features:
• CNL OWL implementation: The implementation of CNL OWL - FluentEditor grammar is compatible with OWL-DL and OWL2.
• OWL 2.0 full compliance: Full compliance with OWL 2.0 standard from
W3C.
• OWL API: Compatible with OWL API, which allows it to be used in cooperation with other tools.
• SWRL compliance: The user can import existing ontologies from OWL files
• Dynamic referencing of external OWL ontologies: CNL documents can dynamically reference external OWLs from Web or disk.
• Predictive Edition Support: Users have enhanced support from the predictive
editor.
• Built-in dictionary: The built-in dictionary makes it easier to avoid misspelling errors.
Among other features included, such as:
• Advanced user Interface, in order to open up semantic technologies for inexperienced users.
• In-place error resolving support - direct information about possible errors
with hints on how to resolve them.
• Importing existing ontologies – users can directly import to CNL any external ontology.
• Ambiguity resolution - it keeps track of ambiguities of concepts and/or instance names imported from different external ontologies.
Data contained in ontologies can be much more diverse than data stored in databases. Extraction of information from the ontology is possible, either through direct
query syntax, as in the case of a search, using Internet search engines, and determination (calculation) of the response by the rules of inference. One of the possibilities of creation of ontology of this field is the use of its representation in the form
of a relational database. Ontological representation of information contained in
relational schema requires answers to the questions: what exists in the present,
represented by the relational schema, what is it and (classes, subclasses) and what
are its properties (record fields). Ontology expressed by the OWL language is
a repository of knowledge from which information can be extracted. Extracting
information expressed in terms of ontology has characteristics both of extracting
information stored in databases, as well as obtaining information from websites
using web search engine.
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From the point of view of modeling of complex manufacturing processes,
where there are random factors, it is the ability to retrieve data from the graph database to algorithms of machine learning of Bayesian probabilistic networks.
In order that, the production process of goods and services was methodologically
and technologically integrated with information on production process and
knowledge, it is needed to build a unified, interoperable information infrastructure
for both processes. This means in practice the need to build into production process
the advanced sensor fields and automated continuous acquisition of petabyte data
streams. This requires the use of information technology known as Big Data, that is
based on the collection of data in semantic networks.
3. Conclusion
Specialization and intensification of agricultural production causes the modern farms to become economic organizations of the increasing organizational and
technological complexity. In the processes of changes in the management of agricultural production one can notice the phenomenon of organizational convergence,
involving the tightening of the management methods and techniques used in agriculture and industrial production. The driving force behind this convergence is the
development of information technology and the increasing importance of
knowledge as a means of production. Modern production engineering increasingly
uses the knowledge and information as a basic, elementary production resource.
Currently extremely rapid development of semantic technologies can be seen,
including the use of ontological knowledge engineering.
Semantic technologies of knowledge representation allow us to automate the
integration process of knowledge from different sources. Currently, ontologies are
the subject of research in a variety of research facilities, including engineering,
information systems, knowledge engineering, natural language engineering, as well
as in the theory of knowledge management.
Semantic technologies are necessary for the automated collection and processing of heterogeneous distributed intensive data streams. The main objective of
the processing of such data is, in this case, their semantic integration and cognitive
modeling, which results in machine-processable knowledge representation language. Semantic knowledge representation system allows for deep operationalization of pragmatics, understood as informational and therefore low energy impact on
the course of production processes in the management and control of these
processes.
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NETWORK MONITORING AND MANAGEMENT FOR COMPANY
WITH HYBRID AND DISTRIBUTED INFRASTRUCTURE
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Department of Mathematics and Informatics, University of Lodz
The article presents the concept and the description of implementation of the
system designed for monitoring and management of a computer network for the
large company with a hybrid and distributed infrastructure. The system is based on a
Nagios software, a software Multi Router Traffic Grapher, NdoUtils, a relational
database management system MySQL, the visualization systems for Nagios
(NagVis, NagMap) and a dedicated application that was created for the system,
which allows on the presentation of monitored resources.
Keywords: network monitoring, network management, Nagios, SNMP

1. Introduction
Nowadays the computer networks of large enterprises and organizations are
often the heterogeneous networks. They combine different technologies, using
devices from different manufacturers, running different operating systems.
In addition, monitoring and management of the network are not limited to one
place, but often require an access to remote locations. In such cases, a single
dedicated tool does not fulfill their roles or you need to use several different tools
simultaneously, which greatly complicate a network administration and increase its
cost (purchasing multiple tools, training employees to use them). In the papers [1]
and [2] the authors having regard to these factors, presented a reflection on the
functionality that should guarantee a system for managing and monitoring network.
These features include: the automation of the monitoring, the ability to adapt to
changing solutions used in networks, the ability to operate in many different

environments, the modularity that allows you to select only the necessary
components depending on the nature of the monitored network, the intelligent
storage, the analysis and visualization of the data, the ability to influence the design
of the network, eg. through remote and automated configuration management of
network devices. This article presents the concept of building a system that would
have the requested features. The system will be based on the platform Nagios [3],
which is an open software, developed and thoroughly tested in recent years. At the
beginning of the XXI century there have been presented the first proposals [4]
relating to the deploying Nagios in a large enterprise environment, due to
characteristics such as a scalability, the data security issues, the ability to integrate
the standard protocols (eg. SNMP, CMIP) and the monitoring application and
device with a “closed” architecture (using the proprietary solutions). Since then,
the platform has evolved considerably [5] expanding its capabilities for monitoring
a bandwidth usage, a quality of service (QoS), and the notification system that can
be integrated with e-mail or alerts in the form of SMS messages. The positive
results for Nagios platform elements test [6] decided to choose this system as
a basis for building applications presented here.
2. System Requirements
The purpose of our application is to enable the detection of network topology
in the company, saving and storing network information in the database,
monitoring devices and network connections, management of configuration for
devices on the network, reporting on the status of devices and notification of the
defined situations related to the detection of irregularities in the network.
The application should be modular and include such modules as: a topology
discovery module, an information management module, a network monitoring
module, a device configuration management module and a reporting module. Each
of these modules has to perform a certain function.
The topology discovery module must allow on a periodic detection of
network devices, enable editing and acceptance of the correctness of the detected
data by the operator and create a visualization of the network topology.
The purpose of the information management module is saving and storing
information about the network (the descriptions of a physical location of the branch
offices, the network devices, the network connections). This module must contain
tool to search for information across the database.
The network monitoring module will be used to a detection of the failure
network connections, unavailability of devices, the errors at the interfaces
according to the preset level, the changes in the configuration of network devices,
the resets of network devices, the current load on the network and must allow the
preview parameters of the network devices.
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The configuration management module is expected to enable an automatic
download of the configuration, the identification of the configuration changes and
the storage of historical information about the configuration of devices.
The reporting module must allow to the creation of reports on the monitoring
of the system availability and reports according to the selected devices or interfaces
in a given period of time, according to the selected parameters (the availability, the
CPU load, the memory usage, the errors on interfaces). This module should also
handle the notifications about the events occurring in the network.
3. Description of the system concept
The presented system will be based on the platform Nagios, also will use the
Multi Router Traffic Grapher (MRTG) [7], the NdoUtils software, the relational
database MySQL, the visualization systems for Nagios (NagVis, NagMap) and
a dedicated application created for the needs of the system (a presentation of the
monitored data).
The system will be equipped with an interface for:
• an access to information about the selected device (automatically
collected at defined intervals - by default every 5 minutes),
• carrying out the inspection at the request of the selected device
parameters,
• an access to the device configuration,
• a notification in the event of an emergency situation defined on the
device,
• an access to historical data.
The subject of monitoring by the system will be the network devices (ie. routers
and switches (Fig. 1)) and the network services running on selected hosts.

Figure 1. Switch/routers monitoring
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The system will be maintained on a single machine, on which will be running:
• Nagios software - to monitor critical IT infrastructure components,
including system metrics, network protocols, applications, services,
servers, and network infrastructure.
• SNMPTRAPD - an SNMP application that receives and logs SNMP
TRAP and INFORM messages.
• SNMPTT - an SNMP trap handler for use with the NET-SNMP/UCDSNMP snmptrapd program. Received traps are translated into friendly
messages using variable substitution. Output can by to MySQL
(Linux/Windows) or any other ODBC database.
• Database Server.
4. The topology discovery module.
The purpose of this module is to detect changes in the network topology by
adding the new device and to gather information about the device. After detecting
the new device, the system will allow to add information about it to the database.
Detecting hosts will be able to take place periodically or on demand. After
scanning the system prepares a list of the active devices, and then tries to get
information about an appropriate facility.
Detection of new devices in the system will be based on the use of network
scanner Network Mapper (Nmap). The operator will set out a range of addresses to
search.
Additional, the detection of neighbouring devices will be based on the protocols:
• Cisco Discovery Protocol (CDP) (for Cisco devices)
• Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP) (in other cases)
5. Data Storage
The application will consist of three databases implemented using relational
database management system MySQL (Fig. 2) :
• the first database (a configuration database) will contain the
configuration information for the system;
• the second database (the NdoUtlis database, the database of current
states) will base on data generated by the plug-in NdoUtils with the
current values of the monitored parameters;
• the third database (a capacitance database) will be gathering historical
information of the monitored parameters, allowing for their analysis in
selected time intervals and stores the configuration files of monitored
devices (current and historical).
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Figure 2. System databases

The configuration database will hold:
- a system configuration: the directories used by the system (the system installation
site, the location of system configuration files and the data files, a directory for
temporary data); the parameters related to the security of access to the system; the
communication parameters (devices addresses and ports services);
- the system user accounts: the system will have defined the user accounts and the
ability to group users; a database will store information about existing accounts
containing data such as user id, its name, personal details and address, email
address and telephone number (to allow to inform the user about the specified
events);
- the information about the monitored locations (location id, name, alias, address,
GPS coordinates);
- the information on the monitored devices (hosts): name, alias, device type, model,
IP address, user and password for SNMP, monitoring intervals, notification
parameters relating to changes in device status (period and frequency of
notifications) defined on the device "traps" (as described);
- the monitored services (virtual objects, with which to gather information); it is
assumed for that host will be possible to define the services monitored on
the device; for most devices there will be represented device interfaces status and
the use of bandwidth for the interface; for each of the sites there will be determined
the name of the device on which the service is monitored and the monitoring
parameters (interval monitoring, notification)
- the information about the network connections: operator id, operator name, alias,
address, description of the link, bandwidth of the link.
The largest part of the configuration database will occupy descriptions of the
equipment and monitored on their services.
The current states database will periodically copy information generated by
Nagios (using plug-in NdoUtils) and Multi Router Traffic Grapher, and gather the
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device configuration files when it detects the changes in the monitored devices
(using "trap" SNMP and TFTP protocol).
The capacitance database will be gathering historical information of the
monitored parameters and storing the archived configuration files of the monitored
devices.
To support databases there will be delivered applications to manage them with
a friendly and easy-to-use graphical interface.
6. The monitoring module
The monitoring module will be responsible for periodic collection of
information about the devices and placing them in the appropriate database. For its
implementation will be used NagiosCore, plug-in NdoUtils and monitor MRTG.
The parameters necessary for the proper functioning of the system Nagios will be
stored in the appropriate configuration files are generated automatically based on
the data stored in previously described databases.
The definition of each service will be preceded by the definition of the host
(the network device) to which it relates.
For each service we must specify the frequency of monitoring, the system
operator may also perform the test on demand. The Nagios Core has dozens of
commands based on built-in plug-ins for monitoring services. In our system it is
planned to use the following commands:
• check_host_alive – command allows us to control the availability of host
on the network;
• check_interface_alive – komenda pozwalająca nam monitorować
dostępność portu;
• check_snmp - command allows us to read any parameter values for the
device using SNMP;
• check_snmp_getinterfacedata – command allows us to connect to the
specified host and retrieve the status of all meters and status for all
interfaces;
• check_snmp_device_status – command allows us to download from a
designated host data on utilization of CPU and RAM;
• check_snmp_backup_config
- command allows us to backup the
configuration of the network device.
Using these commands, the application collects relevant information that then
using the information management module are stored in the respective database
and can be displayed to the system operator.
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The monitoring module in addition to the polling specified parameters will
also support events on those devices. This will be done through the SNMP service.
SNMP traps enable a monitored device to notify the management station of
significant events by way of an unsolicited SNMP message. The configuration
database includes defined for monitored devices "traps" and the critical values
which will lead to the generation of a message by the device. Presented module
will receive SNMP traps sent from the network equipment and will be responsible
for their interpretation and activate alerts the appropriate users. It is assumed that
the server where the system is installed will will have running the following
services: snmptrapd and snmptt. At a time when the device will generate a trap
signal it will be sent to the server snmptrapd. The server sends snmptrapd traps to
snmptt parser that parses the information received and take appropriate action
(Fig. 3).

Figure 3. Connection between Nagios and SNMP traps

The monitoring module also allows us to analyze the amount of data flowing
through the network devices via NetFlow protocol (this applies to devices that
support NetFlow protocol). The service which is responsible for receiving NetFlow
data, periodically or at the request of the operator, activates or deactivates the
respective collectors. The data thus obtained will be analysed through created for
this purpose graphical interface.
7. The configuration management module
This module simplifies managing network configuration files in network
environments by continuously monitoring device configurations and providing
immediate notification of configuration changes. Automatically store full device
configurations in text file format that can easily be restored or copied to set up a
new device. We can view, track, and compare configurations with a Web-based
graphical interface. This module allows as to immediately rollback to a previous
known good device configuration. Configuration Manager establishes
communication with the devices via SSH / Telnet / SNMP to check the
configuration. The configuration files are transferred from and to the monitored
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device using TFTP protocol. The devices in the inventory can be grouped based on
any logical criteria - for example Cisco_Switch Group containing all Cisco
switches. Configuration operations such as backing up configuration, uploading
configurations to devices and others can be performed on all devices of the group
at one go. The configuration monitoring engine can be operated manually by user
request or run automatically on specific dates and times. It can provides automatic
actions such as executing commands, sending SNMP traps or email notifications
on specific configuration changes. It can also provides reporting, logging and
exporting capabilities that can be used for enhanced management of current and
historical network devices configuration.
8. The reporting and visualisation module
The visualisation module will provide an interface for this system, its task
will be to visualize the data collected from relevant databases in order to illustrate
the current status of devices and network services. The application interface will be
divided into an informative part (visualization for active/passive monitoring and
monitoring "on demand"), the detection module management and device
configuration management.
Informational part of the interface will offer views of the monitored network
with varying degrees of detail:
• in the general review will be presented to the condition of the connections
between locations, with summary status of the devices in location (NagVis
can be used to visualize Nagios data);
• an overview of the selected location will show the status of hosts in a given
location (Fig. 4);

Figure 4. Review of hosts status

•

a detailed view for the selected host (Fig. 5);
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Figure 5. Detailed view for selected hosts

•

a detailed view of the selected service (Fig. 6).

Figure 6. Detailed view for selected service
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9. Summary
Presented here concept of a monitoring system allows us to build an efficient
monitoring application for LAN and WAN networks using tools based on open
source software. The proposed solutions allow scalability of such a system, which
can be used in small, medium and large enterprises. The system does not have high
hardware requirements. This allows us to keep costs low for both: its creation and
implementation in the enterprise. Described here solutions have been installed,
configured and tested in a laboratory environment.
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Manufacturing companies that produce and assemble multiple products rely on
databases containing thousands or even millions of parts. These databases are expensive to support, maintain and the inherent complexity does not allow end users to
utilize fully such databases. Designers and engineers are often not able to find previously created parts, which they could potentially reuse, and they add one more part
to the database. Engineered improvements without removal of the previous version
of the component also cause the avoidable increase of elements in the database. Reuse of parts or planned development of common parts across products brings many
benefits for manufacturers. Search algorithm utilized across part databases and varying projects allows identifying similar parts. The goal is to compare part names and
attributes resulting in the assignment of a similarity score. Determining common and
differentiating part attributes and characteristics between pairs of components allows
nominating parts that can become shared in different products. The case study utilizes an industrial example to evaluate and assess the feasibility of the proposed method for identifying commonality opportunities. It turned out that it is possible to find
many parts that can be potentially shared between different products.
Keywords: Commonality; Data mining; Industrial database analysis; Part reuse;
Product platform, Product family

1. Introduction
Identifying existing parts that can be shared across different products allows implementation of strategies increasing competitive advantage. Manufacturing companies aim to fulfill particular customer needs by introducing product differentiation
while taking advantage of mass production efficiency [10]. Development of a single
product efficiently and effectively is not enough for high market penetration in many
industries. Academia and industry have well recognized product families as a compelling method with which it is possible to gain the economy of scale to accommodate an
increasing product variety [13]. The product family is a group of related goods that
have similar physical characteristics and share the same production processes.
An example of the product family is an Airbus A330 family that has six products the
A330-200, A330-300, A330-200F, ACJ330, A330 MRTT, A330neo [17].
Product platforms serve as a base for different subassemblies that are shared by
product families or a set of products. Platforms allow the consolidation of modules
with standard geometries and interfaces in several combinations. Such approach
leads to high flexibility and variety of products, at the same time it assures low
amount of parts used [7, 12]. Companies that manufacture products for different
markets such as customer goods, electronics, automotive, and previously mentioned
airspace industry create product platforms. Typically key components that are used to
constitute modules, or entire platform are engines, electric motors, batteries, controls,
etc. It is important to have key internal parts common, to assure low manufacturing
and development costs, and at the same time high exterior parts variety to serve different market segments [6]. Complex products that are made from the considerable
amount of parts and are highly customized are challenging from platform design
perspective. Companies that produce a range of such products may benefit from sharing not only key components but as well other additional parts. Sharing allows decreasing development time and cost as well as improves the economy of scale during
manufacturing [5]. Commonality is a part of the product family and product platform
strategy that is dedicated to intentional sharing of parts, processes, operations [14].
Implementation of such an approach requires a management support that will enforce
usage of parts that are created as common and preventing from local optimizations.
Common parts are designed in the way to meet the requirements of the most constrained product in which it will be used. In a less constrained product, such part
could be potentially improved, but then overall benefits (economies of scale, learning
curves, etc.) will be lost [4]. For many designers, it is often hard to understand the
overall benefits of commonality. Designers tend to create parts the way they like and
not reuse others designs or concepts [13]. In large manufacturing companies, every
day hundreds of new parts are created. Part databases are becoming vast and com-
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plex to use. Such situation makes even harder for designers to find components that
they could potentially reuse.
This paper is trying to tackle commonality problem from a different perspective
than previously found in the literature. The first research question is to find out:
"Are there potential commonality opportunities in bus manufacturer part database?".
The research was conducted with the usage of a part database from one of the leading
bus manufacturers. This study not only investigates a new commonality approach but
as well analyze an industry in which commonality and platform design approach is
rarely implemented. Buses are composed of thousands of parts. Parts are usually
developed and manufactured for a particular product and, apart from standard parts,
are infrequently shared between different vehicles produced by the company. Every
week hundreds of new parts are created and placed in the part database. The first
hypothesis is that there are a large number of parts in already existing part databases
that can become common. Parts created for a particular application, potentially may
have similar enough form fit and function as at least one other part. If that is the case,
such parts can be shared between different products. Finding the way of selecting
parts for commonality study among of thousands of parts that are already made and
stored in the part database is a key problem this paper investigates.
2. Concepts related to commonality search
In previous academic work, it was assumed that it is easy to find or nominate
commonality parts. As an example "These five elements can be whatever the designer feels would be good candidates to make common among a family of designs" [3]. In practice in large companies with different divisions and many employees it is hard to make such a decision. Moreover incorrect selection of common
part leads to divergence and additional part development that is expensive [1].
Since existing literature presenting how commonality nominations can be made is
limited, interviewing three different manufacturing companies allows finding out
an industrial practice. Commonality nominations in some companies are made not
by the designers but a few specialists or in some cases entire teams. The specialists
preference often comes from expertise that they have and do not take to account all
of the available data or know-how of other employees. Finding a way of searching
for commonality opportunities with the usage of information's available in databases allows closing a gap in academic research as well as helping practitioners to
implement widely commonality strategy in their companies.
Since there is no currently available part commonality search tool, a variety of
solutions from different areas were investigated. The closest to similar part detection are duplicate detection algorithms. Duplicate document or file is the same as
the other record [15]. Some methods use feature selection, similarity measure,
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or discriminant derivation to find duplicated documents [9]. For each sentence in
the record, special terms are selected as features. Then the similarity degree
between features of one document is compared with the other document. Such
approach is not applicable for commonality part detection because large text documents rarely describe information about parts. There is a stream of research focusing about database entry duplication. In that case, two records are duplicates if they
identify the same real world entity [8]. Such research is applicable mostly to the
databases containing information about people (patients, clients, citizens, criminals,
etc.) or places (restaurants, stores, businesses, etc.), but as well other database entries [2, 11]. In those situations, duplicates are found and removed from a database
for clarity. There are few key differences, from the method and research objective
perspective, between duplicate detection approach and the approach to be selected
for part commonality nomination. First of all attributes about people and places
have a limited number of options and differentiations between attributes entries can
be predicted. Abbreviations and spelling mistakes of addresses or names are finite.
For example, "Avenue" will be either "Ave." or "av.". Moreover, last name and
first name of a person may be exchanged or misspell in few typical ways such as
“John” and “Jon”. In the case of part names there are no standards and spelling and
phrases used may vary significantly. To improve the speed of search databases
containing information about people or places, the records may be pre-sorted
alphabetically. After alphabetic sorting, pairs are compared only within a range to
avoid time complexity of O(n2) comparison. In the situation of manufactured parts,
alphabetic sorting and searching only in limited range would decrease detection
rate of commonality opportunities. Detection of exact duplicates of a part would be
easier, but it is not the point of the commonality search. Two database entries that
are exactly the same increase part database complexity, but do not cause manufacturing or procurement problems. The part number is determining if the database
entry is recognized as real part. In a situation when part numbers are different, and
the other attributes of the pair of parts are the same such situation may lead to problems or wasted opportunities. Another difference between approaches is a similarity measure of part attributes not duplication. Part dimensions, dates, tolerances, and
other part attribute values even if not identical they may indicate that parts are
commonality opportunity. For example steel bar which length is 100mm may potentially become a common part, in the exchange of steel bar 98mm. This is just an
example, and in particular situation additional evaluation need to be made before
one part will be shared between products. Commonality opportunity search is comparable but different than typical data mining and data matching. Described in next
chapter part similarity detection uses elements of available tools and approaches
that are usually used in various applications.
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3. Detection of part similarity for commonality nomination
This chapter describes a way of nominating parts that can potentially be
shared between different products. The initial step is the extraction of useful data
from a part database. A part is usually characterized by many attributes, whose
similarities help to decide about the pair of parts similarity. It is crucial to select the
part attributes from a database that allows the record match. Documentation experts, depending on comprehension of the part database, choose attributes. Fig. 1
presents all the major steps of part similarity method.

Figure 1. Scheme of a method identifying similar parts in part database

After information about parts is extracted from the database, a separate part
database can be created and stored in a format that is uncomplicated to process.
Moreover, data need to be cleansed from the entries and symbols that are not helpful from part similarity perspective. During part categorization algorithm find and
display a list of words with number how many times they appeared in part names.
Most frequently reappearing words are displayed on top. A user chooses with
which type of parts he would like to proceed (the selected keyword represents that).
After initial keyword is chosen, then this process is repeated in order to have two
keywords part categorization. Next step is a pair of parts similarity computation.
A part is usually characterized by many attributes that contribute differently to
deciding whether a pair of parts is a commonality opportunity. Part attribute weight
is assigned based on the importance of its contribution to the commonality decision-making. Ideally, company experts assign the weights. In the next step, the
algorithm calculates and displays score that determines how the pair of parts is
similar. The two main element of the total score assigned to a pair of parts under
evaluation is Jaro–Winkler distance and part attributes similarity. Jaro-Winkler
algorithm is found effective for fields like name or other short descriptions [16].
In the proposed algorithm, Jaro-Winkler is used on part name dataset to determine
the similarity between a pair of parts part names. In the last step, the algorithm
displays the list of pair of parts with the total similarity score. The user needs to
decide if the pair of parts is a true positive or not. Commonality opportunities may
be treated as a nomination for further in-depth study or in the situation when
enough information is available a commonality decision may be immediately
made.
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4. Industrial Example
Described method was implemented in leading bus manufacturer part database. The first step was to check the current status of parts shared between the
same types of vehicles. Figure 1 a) presents a three the same type of buses developed for different cities. A number of individual parts per bus is different, and the
number of common parts is smaller than expected. Figure 1. b) shows types of
parts that are used multiple times in a bus developed for a particular city.
The thickness of the edges, drawn as curved links, indicates if a part is used many
times or in small quantity.

Figure 2. Current commonality status at investigated company. a) A number of individual
parts per bus and number of shared components in the same bus type. b) Different quantities of the same part types used in buses (an example of top 6 parts)

In presented case the thickness of the edges was changing, it means that in the
same type of buses different quantities of identical parts are used. Such situations
allow making a claim that there are solutions that possibly fulfill the same function
but have a different design. The total number of extracted parts from the database
with part attributes was almost 380,000. Extracted information had to be cleansed
to remove counterproductive part attributes and entries. After cleansing, every part
had part number and 6 part attributes, to which company expert assigned weights
of importance as described in previous chapter. Part attributes with weights are as
follow: revision (0.1), unit (0.05), part name (0.65), supplier (0.1), drawing number, date (0.025), and designer (0.075). Company expert was asked to choose an
interesting keyword from displayed list of the most popular word is part names.
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The recurring word ‘sensor' was selected, which was used 1568 times. Algorithm
analyzed part names that included word sensors and displayed list of the most
reoccurring words in the group of sensors. The word ‘temperature' was used 180
times. That is why ‘temperature sensors' were chosen for pairwise comparison.
To confirm the pair of parts nomination for commonality opportunities they were
checked manually. Figure 3 presents the number of commonality opportunities
found within a range of results.

Figure 3. Commonality opportunity detection rate – percentage of true positives
vs. a number of pair of parts compared

A total number of 4942 pairs of parts is above 80% threshold. True positives
are the parts nominated by the algorithm and manually confirmed by the company
representative.
Nominated pairs of parts are the commonality opportunities in the subgroup
of temperature sensors. Since every temperature sensor was compared with all the
other temperature sensors, it is possible that one part can be used in an exchange of
more than one other part. From commonality perspective, the most beneficial is the
situation when one part replaces as many as possible other parts without sacrificing
their performance.
5. Discussion
The purpose of this part of the paper is to state the results interpretations, present opinions and make suggestions for next steps, which may lead to future
research. Its primary function is to address the problem posed in the introduction
and, how the achieved solution corresponds to the existing knowledge. Also, this
section identifies potential limitations and weaknesses of the results and how they
may affect the findings.
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This paper tackles part commonality from another perspective than previously found in the literature. The research answered a question asking if there are potential commonality opportunities in bus manufacturer part database. The created
algorithm found multiple parts, in a part database from a leading bus manufacturer,
that are commonality opportunities. Parts are developed and manufactured for
a particular product now have a greater chance to be potentially shared between
different vehicles produced by the same company. The stated hypothesis turned out
to be true; there are thousands of parts in already existing part databases that can
become common. The time required to find and select parts for commonality study
among of thousands of parts that are already made and stored in the part database is
significantly reduced with the developed algorithm.
No previous research presents data that could directly be compared with the
results shown in this paper. The closest stream of research is focusing on database
entry duplication. Such research is applicable mostly to the databases containing
information about people or places. There are few key differences from the method
and research objective between this approach and the approach used to nominate
parts for commonality study. Attributes describing people and places have a limited
number of options. The differences between part attributes entered by designers are
harder to predict. Detection of exact duplicates is not the point of the commonality
search. Exactly the same database entries increase part database complexity, but do
not cause manufacturing or procurement problems. Presented algorithm for commonality search is based on Jaro-Winkler distances that allow comparing part
names. The originality of this work is a combination of string comparison with the
weight assigned to part attributes. Another differentiation factor and gain for the
body of knowledge is an industrial example. It proves that there is an opportunity
and need for creation of such algorithm in the industry. In industry there is a greater implementation potential when solution is simple and straightforward. Company
do not have to invest time and resources to learn how the algorithm works and ho
to use it. Results presented from one case study are often treated as not enough
statistically significant. Future work could also focus on additional companies from
similar industry or with a similar data structure.
This paper presents an initial stage of the algorithm development and highlights its industrial application. Created algorithm could be improved to work faster, and a number of false positives could be reduced. It could be done by greater
analysis of part names and possible inputs. On the other the same algorithm would
applied in a different industry may have decreased performance due to such customization. Another limitation is that after commonality nominations are found there still
need to be a vast amount of engineering work to make the common part. It is because common parts are designed in the way to meet the requirements of the most
constrained product in which it will be used. That is why in some cases what is theoretically similar part it would have to be adapted to be utilized in few products.
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The last problem is connected with the workflow that can be found in many companies. The designers often do not understand the overall benefits of commonality.
Even with the usage of presented algorithm, the designers may not be willing to
reuse existing designs or concepts. Such problem would have to be solved by an
appropriate management approach.
6. Conclusions
Algorithm was proven to be a useful method to nominate parts for in-depth
commonality study. This method allows searching a part database to find interesting groups of parts and present the results of the individual part comparison.
Implementing the method in an industrial example allows proving that there
are possible commonality opportunities in bus manufacturer part database.
Conducting research with the collaboration of the leading bus manufacturers allowed analyzing an industry in which commonality and platform design approach
is rarely implemented. Algorithm allowed finding a large number of parts in already existing part database that can become common. Those parts that were created for a particular application, but have similar enough form fit and function as at
least one other part, can be potentially shared between different products.
Jaro-Winkler distance turned out to be a suitable method of comparing part names.
Other types of string metric could be potentially used for measuring the difference
between two part names. Only key part attributes that describe a part should be
used to identify commonality opportunities. Weights assigned to part attributes are
crucial for correct commonality opportunity search process. In this particular case,
highest weight was assigned to the part names as the essential attribute in this part
database.
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The paper concerns the results of simulation of a certain approach, in which estimation of object state associated with the decentralization of calculations. It is realized by dividing the optimization problem into sub-problems of smaller dimensionality. The main idea of the method is to assign individual quality indicators to each
sub-object and to carry out the synthesis of estimators in a sequential manner, starting with the last sub-object. Implementation of the estimation process requires
knowledge about the measurements of the individual sub-objects. The parameters of
the filter sequential gains are calculated based on Riccati equation solutions for subobjects and certain bilinear equations for cross-linkage connections. In the simulation tests the influence of types of connection between the sub-objects, the intensity
disturbances of measurements and system on the values of coefficients of gains, as
well as the estimation errors is presented.
Keywords: complex systems, dynamics equations, filter sequential, Riccati equation,
bilinear equations, simulation

1. Introduction
The following paper presents simulation studies in a decentralized approach
that assigns enhancements necessary for estimating the state of an object with
a serial structure. Then the gains of filters are calculated for the tasks of lower
dimensionality by dividing the optimization problem into sub-problems [8, 9].
The major idea of the method consists in assigning individual quality indicators to

the objects and carrying out the synthesis of estimators in a sequential manner.
A structure corresponding to the local (classical) Kalman filter and cross-coupling
is obtained [1, 3]. It comes down to solving Riccati differential equations for subobjects and bilinear equations for cross-linkage connections.
2. Filtering problem in the multi-user Nash game framework
It is here assumed that the knowledge about the condition of sub-objects is
provided in the form of inaccurate measurements. There are multiple approaches to
the estimation of the state of complex objects [1, 7]. One of possible solutions is to
exclude the object structure; it leads to multidimensional calculations which in turn
pose reasoned difficulties. There are solutions known from the literature, regarding
the problem of control for the objects with complex structure [2, 4, 5, 6, 10].
A different approach to filtering is to extend the Özgüner - Perkins approach of the
one presented in the work [8, 9]. However, the approaches that are presented there
seem to allow a shortened calculation process.
Filtering problem is formulated in a deterministic manner to adapt the mentioned approach in the possibly least complicated way. An example of the structure
of complex objects which will be included in the studies is presented in Fig. 1,
where A1, A2, A3 – represent the matrix of sub-objects state, and A21 and
A32-connections matrices, xi, Wi, Yi − state vector, disturbances and measurements
respectively.

Figure 1. A block diagram of the complex object with a serial structure

A model of the object considered here looks as follows:
N
d
x(t ) = Ax(t ) + ∑ D% i wi (t ),
x ( t o ) = xo
dt
i =1

yi (t ) = C% i x(t ) + υ pi (t ),

i = 1, …, N

(1)

where: x-state vector, yi-measurement in the sub-object υpi(t) means a measurement
error, wi- system disturbance, while A-state matrix is determined as follows:
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(1b)
The diagonal elements correspond to the matrix of sub-objects state and the
elements below correspond to the diagonal connections between the sub-objects.
For each particular sub-objects the following functional has been defined:

{

J i = ( xo − xo )T Poi−1 ( xo − xo ) + ∫ wiT Wi −1 wi + ( yi − C% i x)T V pi−1 ( yi − C% i x )}dt

(2)
in which the matrices Po, W, V are symmetric and positive definite. In a stochastic
formulation of the filtering problem they would correspond to the covariances.
Considerations concern a situation when T = [to, tk], tk is finite.
Assuming that the multi-user Nash game is taken into consideration in which
wi means control, i-the player, and Ji(w1…wi) its quality functional. An optimal
solution {w1…wN} is determined by the condition of Nash equilibrium.
T

J i ( w1* ,..., wi* ) ≤ J ( w1* ,..., wi*−1 , wi )

for i = 1, …, N

(3)

The problem with filtering is formulated as a task which aims at finding
the estimate x(t) present state, for which the condition (3) is met with respect to
variable wi.
A solution for the problem with filtering (1, 2, 3) is the estimate ( ) satisfying the
equation of the form
N
d
xˆ (t ) = Axˆ (t ) + ∑ K i  yi (t ) − C%i x(t ) ,
xˆ (t o ) = xˆo ,
dt
i =1

(5)

where coefficients of enhancement Ki yield the formulas

% −1
K i = PC
i iV pi ,

i = 1,..., N ,

(6)

and matrices Pi are the solution of the Riccati equations
N
d
% T V −1C% P − ( PC% T V −1 P + P C% T V −1C% P ) +
Pi = APi + Pi AT + PC
∑
i i
pi
i i
i j pj
j
j j pj
j j
dt
j =1
+ D% iWi D% iT , Pi (t o ) = Poi

(7)

The equation (5) will be called here the filter equation (alternatively the estimate
equation). For the object with a serial structure (Fig.1) i-th the sub-object is defined
in the equations.
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( )=

( )+

−1 (

)+

()

yi (t ) = Ci xi (t ) + υ pi (t ),

(8a)

Matrices in the quality indicator (2) and in (1) look as follows:

Wi = diag [ 0,...,0,Wi ,0,...,0]
D% i = col [ 0,...,0, Di ,0,...,0]

Poi = diag [ 0,...,0, Poi ,0,...,0]

,

C% = col [ 0,..., 0, C , 0,..., 0]

i
i
,
(8b)
i
Determining the matrix Pi as [P kl], k, l=1,…N and substituting the matrices and
, , , from (8b) to (5 - 7) we obtain the state estimators for the objects with a
serial structure in the form of equations:

d
xˆ1 = A1 xˆ + K1 [ y1 − C1 xˆ1 ] ,
dt

xˆ1 (t 0 ) = x01

d
xˆ2 = A2 xˆ2 + A21 xˆ1 + K 21 [ y1 − C1 xˆ1 ] + K 2 [ y2 − C2 x2 ] , xˆ (t ) = x
2 0
02
dt

d
xˆ N = AN xˆ N + AN , N −1 xˆ N −1 + ∑ { K Nj  y j − C j x j },
dt
j =1
Enhancement coefficients are determined by formulas

(9)

N

K i = Piii CiTV pi−1 ,

xN (t0 ) = x0 N

K ij = Piji C Tj V pj−1 ,

(10)

where Pii is a solution of the Riccati equation

while

d i
T
Pii = Ai Piii + Piii AiT − Piii CiTVpi−1Ci Piii + DW
i i Di ,
dt
, i > j satisfies the bilinear equation

Piii (to ) = Poi , (11a)

i −1
d i
Pij = Ai* Piji + Piji A*j T + Aij Piji + ∑ Aik* Pkji
dt
k = j +1

(11b)

Piji (t0 ) = 0 Aik* = Aik − Kik Ck

Ai* = Ai − K i Ci ,

Aik = φ

for i > k + 1.

It is easy to notice that the equation (9) can be solved independently remembering about the proper order. A designing of the filter equations in a sequential
manner should start from the end sub-object.
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3. Decentralized algorithm
Phase algorithm is defined in the following form.
Step 1. In the last sub-object we assume that the familiar enforcements in the
form of the states of preceding sub-objects results from the connections. The Kalman-Bucy Filter for N sub-object is defined by the last equation in (9), in which
there is only one enhancement KN and x N-1substitutes
.
Step 2. Next, we consider the sub-object that consists of the filter set above
and N-1 sub-object. We create a filter for this system.
Step 3. We adjoin another preceding sub-object to the group of state estimators we obtained. Fig. 2 presents a cascade object with three sub-objects.
Step 4. and next. Further attachment of individual sub-objects occurs when
appointing of the group of state estimators for a particular phase has been completed. First sub-object is the last adjoined for which the final architecture of the estimator state set is appointed.
In the estimators group for three sub-objects we can distinguish local filters of
enforcements K1, K2, i K3. Moreover, there occur other couplings binding signals
−
, j < i from the preceding sub-objects and estimators. Enforcements Kij, Ki
are defined in a decentralized manner. The estimators group obtained here has been
called a sequential filter [8].

Figure 2. Block diagram of the object with sequential filter
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The quality of the presented method is:
• Filter realization requires the knowledge of measurements only from the
current objects and the preceding ones.
• Enforcements can be appointed in a sequential manner, solving problems
with low dimensionality.
• Local back couplings are calculated based on the solutions of Riccati equations, and cross-linkage based on bilinear solutions.
• The presented method leads to obtaining a structure that corresponds to the
classic linear-quadratic problem with the Kalman-Bucy filter.
• Strict proof of how much it is reasonable to separate the design of regulators
and filters for cascading objects is an issue in the field of stochastic differential games.
The presented method leads to obtaining a structure that corresponds to the classic
linear-quadratic problem with the Kalman-Bucy filter.
4. Simulation experiments
Simulation studies were conducted for the object that comprises three identical sub-objects and the same connections between them (A12 = A23). Such object
then was submitted for system disturbances with various set intensity of influence
Ws = [1 0; 0 1]. The measurements from the sub-objects had also the same common disturbance covariance V. Values of state matrix in (1b) Ai (i = 1, 2, 3) are as
follows: [0.2 0.0; 0.185 0.71]. The influence of the matrix of connections between
sub-objects Aij has been investigated on the value of coefficients of filter enforcements Ki, Kij (for W3 = [6, −4; −4, 2], V = 0.3). Results were shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Filter gains for different connections between the sub-objects
(Ws = [6, −4; −4, 2], V = 0.3)
Ai j- intersection
Lp
Ki – local gains
Kij- intersection gains
matrix
1
0.0480
1
0
−4.3596
0
1
2.2538
−0.0037
2
0.8 0
0.2310 *10
−4.3596
0
0.8
2.2538
−0.0176 *10
!
3
0.7 0
0.1483 *10
−4.3596
0
0.7
2.2538
−0.0113 *10 !
4
0.00132
0.5
0
−4.3596
0.00005
0.25 0.5
2.2538
5
0.0451
0.5
0
−4.3596
0.0018
0.3 0.5
2.2538
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Local filter gains have higher values than cross-linkage gains. The state of correlation matrix has a significant influence on the values of cross-linkage gains.
Table 2. Filter enforcements for different covariance of system disturbances
Lp

Ki - local

1

−2.9736
1.5121
−2.9736
1.5121
−1.1478
1.3545

2
3

Kij- intersection gains
0.00202
0.00006
0.16727
−0.0182
1.3555
0.0463

Aij- intersection
matrix
0.5
0
0.25 0.5
0.8 0
0
0.8
0.5
0
0.25 0.5

Ws – covar. sys
disturb.
3 −2
−2 1
3 −2
−2 1
1.0 −.5
−.5 1.0

Lower values of system disturbance intensity generate lower values of filter
enforcements.
Table 3. Filter gains for different covariance of measurements disturbances
(Ws = [1.0 −.5; −.5 1.0])
Lp
1
2

Ki- local gains
−0.4845
0.5215
−2.1199
2.6498

Kij- intersection gains
1.0097
0.0618
2.0910
0.0424

Aij-intersection
matrix
0.5
0
0.25 0.5
0.5
0
0.25 0.5

V- covariance
measure
1.2
0.1

More exact measurements lead to generating of higher coefficients of filter
gains, while the growth for the cross-linkages shows lower dynamic of changes.
The selected results of simulation studies are presented below.
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Changes in time of the estimation error covariance matrix P
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Figure 3. The course of elements of estimation error covariance matrix (for covariance
matrix system disturbances W = [6 −4; −4 2])

For the courses from Fig. 1 we obtained the coefficients of local gains with
values: KFL = [−1.9959; 0.9957].
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Figure 4. The course of the state coordinate x1 and its estimate
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States and their estimations for second subobject of system
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Figure 5. The course of the estimate of state (from local and sequential filter)
The differences estimates of the sequential and classic filter for 2 subobject
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Figure 6. The course of the difference of estimates for sub-object 2
(from local and sequential filter)

The investigation covered simulation courses of the filtering process of object
state using a group of local and sequential filters. Biggest differences between state
and estimate occur at the beginning of the filtering process, and it results from
setting zero initial estimates. However the course of state estimates is relatively
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quick in keeping the change character of state changes and estimation errors
decrease.
Gains of filter are closely dependent on the character of disturbance the
increase in measurement noise intensity reduce them. Cross-linkage gains for segments further than the first-third are relatively low and are practically insignificant.
The influence on the values of cross-linkage gains also depend on the elements and
configuration of matrix of connections between sub-objects, that is the growth of
values generate higher filter gains.
5. Conclusion
The simulation studies and the solution discussed in the paper that allows
determining the enforcement of sequential filter in a decentralized manner present
a general approach. However specific complex structures of objects need to be
considered. In this article a sequential filter has been obtained, that comprises local
estimators that realize estimations with local enforcements (optimal local filters)
and corrections that result from the fact that the complexity of the problem of estimation error minimization has been taken into consideration. Those additional
corrections of estimates that come from the corrections calculated from the bilinear
equations improve the quality of estimation process in relation to the local considerations. It needs to be emphasized that first the Riccati equations (connected with
sub-objects) should be solved, and next bilinear equations be calculated, on the
basis of which cross-linkage enforcements are calculated. Dimensionality of both
issues comes down to the size of individual sub-objects. In such a way a decentralized method of gains determination in filtering system of objects with complex
structure is obtained. This is a hierarchical way of solving estimation questions for
objects with high dimensionality. A feature of the presented method is that filter
realization requires all sub-objects to be measured, not necessarily the one which
represent whole states vectors. It can be assumed that the idea of consideration has
a hierarchical character in a way. The gains of this filter can be appointed in
a sequential manner, solving problems with low dimensionality. It is necessary to
notice that the structure of gain matrix for the whole object is a lower triangular,
despite the occurrence of zero elements that correspond with them in the state matrix A (except from diagonal and neighboring ones below).
A digital simulation of the object state filtering process has been conducted
with the use of the group of sequential filters. The biggest differences between state
and estimate occur at the beginning of filtering process, and it results from the approved initial zero estimates. However the course of state estimates is relatively
quick in keeping the change character of state changes and estimation errors
decrease. Coefficients are closely dependent on the character of disturbance,
the increase in measurement noise intensity reduce them. Cross-linkage gains for
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segments further than the first-third are relatively low and are practically insignificant. The influence on the values of cross-linkage gains also depend on the elements and configuration of matrix of connections between sub-objects, that is the
growth of values generate higher filter gains. The analysis of the results of filtering
process simulations for the cases when we use a group of unrelated local filters and
a group of sequential filters fails to show any significant differences. However,
a trace of covariance matrix for the latter case is minimal, of 1÷2%, smaller than in
the former. Such small differences, in the process of practical realization, entitle to
consider alternative exclusion of the connection, only when it would lead to a significant reduction of the costs of control system.
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The HMAC mechanism that enables authentication REST services and assures
their integrity, non-repudiation and confidentiality, has been presented in this article.
A demonstration Restful API has been implemented using Slim Framework,
in which several endpoints for login, test route available only for registered users
and authenticated by means of HMAC mechanism, have been assigned. The solution
proposed here suggests an alternative that is easy to implement compared to other
well-known methods of authentication and authorization.
Keywords: REST (Representational State Transfer), HMAC (Keyed-Hash Message
Authentication Code), API (Application Programming Interface), cryptography

1. Introduction
Current applications use or share increasingly their API (Application Programming Interface) in the form of web-services. In the case where services are
available to the public or for applications with limited trust, it is important to ensure the appropriate level of security of these services. The mechanisms that provide the security level are mainly based on a secret key and are commonly called
message authentication codes – MAC (Message Authentication Code). They are
used mainly between two parts that share a secret key to authenticate the information transmitted between these parts. In modern cryptography a shortcut function with a secret key called HMAC (Keyed-Hash Message Authentication Code),

in short, ensuring both the protection of the integrity and authenticity of data,
is used as MAC codes.
The HMAC mechanism that enables authentication of REST (Representational State Transfer) services and assures their integrity, non-repudiation and confidentiality, has been presented in this article. A demonstration of Restful API has
been implemented using Slim Framework, in which several endpoints for login,
test route available only for registered users and authenticated by means of HMAC
mechanism, have been assigned. The solution proposed here suggests an alternative
that is easy to implement comparing to other well-known methods of authentication and authorization, is easy to implement.
2. Rest
REST [1] is a standard software architecture that describes how to handle queries to the API and introduces a set of good practices. REST simplifies request and
response operation in a new and easier way, without resorting to complex documentation. It is based on URI addresses (Uniform Resource Identifier) and HTTP,
without using an additional encapsulation such as in the SOAP (Simple Object
Access Protocol) protocol, for example. The condition and functionality of the
application is divided into units defined as resources. All resources use a uniform
interface for changing the state, which consists of a limited set of well-defined
operations and a limited set of data representation. In practice, the data are represented in JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) [5], XML (Extensible Markup Language) [6] and HTML (HyperText Markup Language) format, for example, or in
text format. Additional request details are sent as HTTP header parameters.
This standard was developed by Roy T. Fielding, who wrote his doctoral dissertation on this topic [4]. Roy Fielding is one of the principal authors of the HTTP
specification, an authority on computer network architecture and co-founder of the
Apache HTTP Server project.
2.1. Richardson Maturity Model
The Richardson Maturity Model (presented in Figure 1) [2], developed by
Leonard Richardson, describes the bases of REST in terms of resources, verbs, and
hypermedia controls. The starting point for the maturity model is to use the HTTP
layer as transport.
Level 0 – Remote Procedure Invocation. Level 0 includes sending data by
means of SOAP or XML-RPC technology as POX (Plain Old XML). Only the
POST methods are used. This is the easiest way of building SOA (Service-Oriented
Architecture) application using a single POST method and XML format to communicate between services.
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Level 1 – REST resources. Level 1 deals with the POST methods and the
REST URIs are used instead of function and passing arguments. Only one HTTP
method is being used. The advantage of level 1 in relation to level 0 is to break
a complex functionality into multiple resources with the use of one POST method
serving to communicate between services.
Level 2 – Additional HTTP verbs. Level 2 deals with other HTTP verbs such
as GET, POST, PUT, DELETE. It represents the real use of REST technology in
which different HTTP verbs are being used in order to request methods and the
system can have multiple resources.
Level 3 – Hypermedia as the Engine of Application State. HATEOAS is the
most mature level of Richardson's model. The responses to the clients requests
contain hypermedia controls, which can help a client to decide what to do next.
Level 3 encourages easy discoverability and makes it easy to understand.

Figure 1. Richardson Maturity Model [2]

2.2. Safety and idempotence [2, 4]
A method that does not change the state on the server is considered to be
a safe method. An idempotent method is a method that will produce the same
results irrespective of how many times it is called. They are shown in Table 1.
The GET method is safe because it enables to get access to a resource, and
thus does not change the state on the server. Requests sent by this method are
cached and can contain parameters. POST and PUT methods are not safe as they
can create or modify a resource on the server. The DELETE method is not safe
either as it deletes a resource on the server.
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The GET method is idempotent because no matter how many times the method is tested, the response is always the same. The PUT method is idempotent as
well. Calling the PUT method multiple times will update the same resource and not
change the outcome. POST method is not idempotent and calling it multiple times
may have different results and create new resources. The DELETE method is
idempotent because based on the RFC 2616, the side effects of N > 0 requests are
the same as for a single request. This means that once the resource deleted, calling
DELETE multiple times will get the same response.
Table 1. Safety and idempotence methods
Safe

Method

YES
GET

Idempotent
NO

X

YES

NO

X

POST

X

X

PUT

X

X

DELETE

X

X

2.3. How did the RESTful Web Services come into existence?
There are two ways to build architecture (whether software or not):
- from scratch, by taking some known components, such as Slim Framework, and
assembling them, with full freedom of action and creating what is needed
respectively,
- from the whole, by building the whole and imposing some limitations.
The latter approach was adopted at creating REST concept. It started with hypertext, multimedia, WWW (World Wide Web) information system and imposed the
following restrictions [4]:
- client - server (separation of interface and space where data are stored),
- statelessness (each request from the client to the server has to contain all details
to understand the request. It helps to improve visibility, reliability, and scalability of requests. Visibility is improved, as the system monitoring the requests
does not have to look beyond one request to obtain details. Reliability is improved as there are no check-points and resuming in case of partial failures.
Scalability is improved because the number of requests that can be processed by
the server increases, as the server is not responsible for storing any state information),
- cache vulnerability (buffering some resources we can avoid unnecessary interaction and make the application work faster),
- uniform interface (using: GET, POST methods, etc., gives some simplification
and reliable performance increase).
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2.4. Design principles for building RESTful services
The entire process of designing, developing, and testing RESTful API demo
(in which several endpoints for login, test route available only for registered users
and authenticated by means of HMAC mechanism, have been assigned) was divided into several stages, and then created general scheme design principles that
should occur during such a process.
Stage 1 - identifying the resource URIs. Resources [2, 3, 4] are the key concept in REST technology. The resource represents everything that is interesting
enough so that we want to relate to it. RESTful resources are identified by resource
URIs. REST is extensible due to the use of URIs for identifying resources by
resource URIs. REST is extensible due to the use of URIs for identifying resources.
There are two types of addresses to resources:
- collection address, which usually ends with a descriptive name, eg. auctions,
- a single address item of a particular resource that usually ends with some
identifier.
Table 2. Sample URIs, which can represent different resources in the system
URI
/v1/users
/v1/users/1234
/v1/users/1234/auctions

Description of the URI
this is used to represent all users
this is used to represent a user in a system identified by
‘1234’
this is used to represent all the auctions for a user identified by ‘1234’

All the preceding samples (presented in Table 2) show a clear readable pattern,
which can be interpreted by the client.
Stage 2 - identifying the methods supported by the resource [2, 3, 4]. HTTP
verbs comprise a major portion of the uniform interface constraint, which defines
the association between the actions identified by the verb and the noun-based
REST resource. A summary of HTTP methods and description of its actions have
been presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Summary of HTTP methods and description of its actions
HTTP method
GET
GET
POST
PUT
DELETE
DELETE

Resource URI
/users
/users/1234
/users
/users/1234
/users
/users/1234

Description
gets a list of users
gets a user identified by '1234'
creates a new user
updates a user identified by ‘1234’
deletes all users
deletes a user identified by ‘1234’
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HTTP verbs in the context of REST [3, 4]. HTTP verbs inform the server how
to deal with the data sent as part of the URL. A summary of HTTP methods in the
context of REST has been presented in Table 4.
Table 4. Summary of HTTP methods in the context of REST
HTTP method
GET
POST
PUT

POST
versus
PUT

DELETE

Method description
enables access to a resource. Whenever the client clicks a URL in the browser,
the latter sends a GET request to the address specified by the URL. The GET
requests are cached and can contain parameters.
is used to create resources. Multiple invocations of the POST requests can
create multiple resources.
is used to update resources. Multiple invocations of the PUT requests should
produce the same results by updating the resource. The PUT requests should
invalidate the cache entry if it exists.
the difference between PUT and POST methods concerns URI Request. The
URI identified by POST defines the entity that handles the POST request. The
URI in the PUT request includes the entity in the request. PUT and POST can
both be used to create or update resources. The usage of the corresponding
method depends on the idempotence behavior expected from the method as
well as the location of the resource to identify it.
is used to delete resources. The delete resource disappears and re-calling the
same method multiple times does not change the outcome.

Stage 3 - identifying the different resource representations. RESTful
resources are abstract entities that need to be serialized into a presentable format
before sending to the client. The most common resource representations are XML,
JSON, HTML, or plain text. A resource can provide the representation to the client
depending on what the latter can handle. A client can specify their preferred languages and media types.
Sage 4 - implementation of RESTful services using Slim Framework and authentication using HMAC mechanism. There are many different methods or protocols that might be used (by a programmer) to secure REST API and all of them
have advantages and disadvantages. One of the programmer’s challenges when
handling REST API security is the fact that it is a principle of REST architecture to
remain stateless. The server does not maintain any record of whether or not a user
is authenticated / authorized. In order to determine who sends the request (and
whether it is authorized to access a particular resource) from the server side, all the
information needed to operate has to be contained within the request coming from
the client.
The authentication method using HMAC mechanism (proposed below) is
a very good solution for securing a REST API.
Generally, the idea of HMAC is based on the fact that a client and a server
know a secret key. This secret key is never sent directly during authentication.
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It is only used in combination with other data elements and then transmitted. In this
way, when we use a secret key and any other transmitted data: a public key that
identifies the user (in the form of a header or cookie), the current Unix timestamp,
or other elements that we want to use - and pass this data through encryption algorithm, such as SHA-1 (one-way hash function) for example, we can create the same
hash, both on the client’s and the server’s side. However, the server assumes that
the message is authentic and comes from the client, because only they know the
key used to generate the HMAC.
HMAC uses the following parameters [10 - 13] (presented in Table 5):
Table 5. HMAC parameters
B
H
ipad
K
K0
L
opad
text

Block size (in bytes) of the input to the Approved hash function.
An Approved hash function
Inner pad; the byte x‘36’ repeated B times.
Secret key shared between the originator and the intended receiver(s).
The key K after any necessary pre-processing to form a B byte key
Block size (in bytes) of the output of the Approved hash function.
Outer pad; the byte x‘5c’ repeated B times.
The data on which the HMAC is calculated; text does not include the padded key. The
length of text is n bits, where 0 < n < 2B - 8B.

x ‘N’

Hexadecimal notation, where each symbol in the string ‘N’ represents 4 binary bits.

||
⊕

Concatenation.
Exclusive-Or operation.

Source: [10 - 13]

To compute a MAC over the data 'text’ using the HMAC function, the following
operation is performed:
MAC(text) = HMAC(K, text) =
H((K0 ⊕ opad ) || H((K0 ⊕ ipad) || text))

(1)

Table 6. illustrates the step by step process in the HMAC algorithm.
The authentication mechanism applied to a specific example has been presented in Figure 2. Restful API has been implemented using Slim Framework,
in which several endpoints for login, test route available only for registered users
and authenticated by means of HMAC mechanism, have been assigned.
Slim [7] is a PHP micro framework that helps you quickly write simple yet
powerful web applications and APIs. It includes routing mechanism and a simple
template system, session maintenance and cookies. It allows building a website
using essentially one file index.php and several endpoints.
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Table 6. HMAC Algorithm
Steps

Description

1

If the length of K = B: set K0 = K. Go to step 4.

2

If the length of K > B: hash K to obtain an L byte string, then append (B-L) zeros to
create a B-byte string K0 (i.e., K0 = h(k) || 00...00). Go to step 4.

3

If the length of K < B: append zeros to the end of K to create a B-byte string K0 (e.g., if
K is 20 bytes in length and B = 64, then K will be appended with 44 zero bytes x’00’).

4

Exclusive-Or K0 with ipad to produce a B-byte string: K0 ⊕ ipad.

5

Append the stream of data 'text to the string resulting from step 4:
(K0 ⊕ ipad) || text.

6

Apply H to the stream generated in step 5: H((K0 ⊕ ipad) || text).

7

Exclusive-Or K0 with opad: K0 ⊕ opad.

8

Append the result from step 6 to step 7: (K0 ⊕ opad) || H((K0 ⊕ ipad) || text).

9

Apply H to the result from step 8: H((K0 ⊕ opad )|| H((K0 ⊕ ipad) || text)).

Source: [10 - 13]

STEP 1: A client and a server know a secret key. This secret key is never
directly sent during authentication. On the client side, a login form using JavaScript
has been created, which contains two fields: username and password (after typing
encrypted). On the server side, an endpoint has been set [POST /login], which will
be used to verify whether the specified user login and encrypted password are in
the SQLite database. If the user verification is successful, the public key
(apiPublicKey) will be retrieved from the database (individual for each user) on the
basis of username and encrypted password, and it will be sent to the client.
This public key will be used to identify the user. Conversely, if the verification fails, the information will be returned: Access denied. Data from the login
form will be sent to the server endpoint [POST /login] by means of jQuery mechanisms.
During transmission of a public key via the server, it is possible that an unauthorized person (hacker) using tools such as Firesheep (or something similar) for
example, might be able to sniff network traffic and steal the key. However, this
unauthorized person will not have the secret API key and thus will not be able to
recreate the same HMAC HASH, which might be done by the client and the server.
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Figure 2. HMAC authorization

STEP 2: HMAC HASH will be generated after correct verification and logging on the client side. A particular function and the following parameters were
implemented in this purpose:
- current UNIX timestamp - essentially, to determine whether the data sent to the
API have been sent in a short period of time. JavaScript does not have a built-in
function that retrieves time so such function has been implemented,
- user public key (apiPublicKey) returned in the previous step by the server,
- secret key (apiSecretKey) only known to the client and server,
- Javascript library - cryptoJS, which offers encryption and hashing algorithms
(in this example a one-way hash function SHA1 has been used).
Then the following data will be sent from the client (within the single HTTP
request) to the server side: HMAC generated HASH, the user's public key,
the current time UNIX.
On the server side the endpoint, [GET /test] which will receive the data sent
by the client, has been set.
It is worth mentioning that Slim Framework serving to authenticate requests
uses middleware. Basically, this is the code that executes before the request actually reaches the intended route. As it is described in the Slim Framework middleware
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documentation [8], when the middleware class runs the entry point, the call()
method is activated. The first thing being examined by this method is whether the
specific route is on a list of 'allowed routes'. Any routes that we want to declare as
'open', that is not needing authentication, can be added to the array in the class
constructor.
The route [GET /test] is available only by authenticated user on the server
side. In the call() method the verification, whether the timestamp sent in a header
(current Unix time) has been sent within a given period of time, takes place.
If not, the access is blocked immediately. If so, then the server generates on
its side HMAC HASH. A function available in PHP hash_hmac() [9] has been used
for this purpose, and the following parameters were transferred:
- current UNIX timestamp,
- user public key (apiPublicKey) sent by the client,
- secret key (apiSecretKey) only known to the client and server.
If the HMAC HASH generated by the server corresponds to the HMAC HASH
generated on the client side, the request is trusted and, in consequence, we get full
access to it.
Stage 5 – testing the RESTful services [2]. There are different ways to access
the REST resources and testing them by clients. We may use a cURL tool or
Postman.
cURL is a command-line tool for testing REST APIs. The cURL library and
the cURL command give the user the possibility to create requests and explore the
response.
Postman is an alternative tool that may be installed in addition to Chrome.
It includes a JSON and XML viewer for rendering the data. It allows previewing
HTTP 1.1 requests as well as replaying, and organizing requests for the future use.
Postman shares the same environment as the browser and can display browser
cookies, too.
An advantage of Postman in comparison with cURL is a user-friendly interface for entering parameters so that the user does not need to deal with commands
or scripts. Moreover, various authorization schemes such as basic user authentication and digest access authentication are operated by Postman.
3. Conclusion
One weakness of many web-services that require authentication is that
the username and password of the user making the request are simply included as
request parameters [15]. Alternatively, some use basic authentication, which
transmits the username and password in an HTTP header encoded using Base64.
Basic authentication obscures the password, but does not encrypt it. There is
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a better way - using a HMAC (Keyed-Hash Message Authentication Code) to sign
service requests with a secret key. HMAC provides the server and the client each
with a public and secret key. The public key is known, but the secret key is known
only to that specific server and that specific client [14]. The client creates a unique
HMAC, or hash, per request to the server by combing the request data and hashing
that data, along with a secret key and sending it as part of a request. The server
receives the request and regenerates its own unique HMAC. The server compares
the two HMACs, and, if they're equal, the client is trusted and the request is executed. What makes HMAC more secure than MAC (Message Authentication Code)
is that the key and the message are hashed in separate steps.
There are two big advantages. The first is that the HMAC allows to verify the
password (or secret key) without requiring the user to embed it in the request, and
the second is that the HMAC also verifies the basic integrity of the request. If an
unauthorized person manipulated the request in any way in transit, the signatures
would not match and the request would not be authenticated [15].
The cryptographic strength of the HMAC depends upon the cryptographic
strength of the underlying hash function, the size of its hash output, and on the size
and quality of the key. This means that completely random key, where every bit is
randomly generated, is far better than set of characters. The optimum size of the
key is equal to block size. If the key is too short then it is padded usually with
zeroes (which are not random). If the key is too long then its hash function is used.
The length of hash output is anyway block size.
The solution proposed in this article suggests an alternative that is easy
to implement compared to other well-known methods of authentication and
authorization.
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RECOMMENDATIONS TO PROJECT MANAGEMENT
METHODOLOGY APPLIED AT UNIVERSITIES BASED ON
EXPERIENCE OF HIGHER EDUCATION SCHOOLS IN WARSAW
AND FUNDING INSTITUTIONS REQUIREMENTS
IZABELA PIASNY, ANNA KURZYDŁOWSKA
Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Studies,
Cardinal Stefan Wyszynski University in Warsaw (UKSW)

The goal of this paper is to seek answers to the questions: how projects are
implemented at Universities and how they should be implemented? The paper
analyses project management methodologies adopted in the Polish Universities in
the context of university specific rules and laws. Lessons learned from project
implemented at these Universities were gathered and then recommendations for
effective project management at universities were formulated.
Keywords: Project, Project Management, Methodology, College, University,
Institution funding the projects

1. Introduction
In the recent years there is a growing interest in adopting project management,
PM, approach to increasing number of activities in increasing number of
institutions. This trend is well rationalized by the benefits of using PM in particular
in the case of implementing a relatively large number of undertakings conducted
simultaneously. This in turn stimulates growing attention paid to the various
methodologies of PM, particular to methods of planning, management and progress
monitoring.

The growing interest in PM is also in higher education sector, with
universities becoming more extensively engaged in variety of projects, both of
R&D nature and also aiming at improvement of widely defined university
infrastructure. It should be noted, however, that unlike business entities,
universities have much less flexibility in adopting PM strategies because of some
intra-institutional constraints (the need to preserve academic freedom) and because
of the rules imposed by the funding agencies. Thus, it is important to find a PM
strategy applicable to possibly all projects implemented in a given university,
as the way to diffuse potential tensions and assure high effectiveness of PM.
The aim of the present paper is to critically analyse factors which determine
methodologies of PM adopted in some Polish Universities. The results of analysis
are subsequently used to discuss possibilities of improving PM system at higher
education schools.
This article is based on the thesis of the first author [4].
2. Research Methods
The results obtained in this paper were based on Desk Research, DR, and the
information acquired in In- Depth Interviews, IDI. The IDI Interviews were
conducted with representative of units engaged with projects. The DR part
included publications, textbooks, and books on commonly used PM
methodologies, project portfolio management, risk management, management of
project structure and management of change and communication.
The analysis covered also legal and formal requirements imposed by the
funding agencies, in particular in the context of so called Horizon 2020 of
European Union. Finally, internal regulations imposed by Rectors at the
universities selected for evaluation, were taken into account [1], which define
procedures for project initiation and implementation.
The purpose of IDI is to improve knowledge of research topic, by asking
questions about the explorative. Proper selection of respondents in qualitative
research is a prerequisite for the success of any research. Qualitative selection of
participants should be always directed by the aim of the research conducted.
Participants should posses knowledge and experience in order to provide the
information needed to answer the research questions. Therefore, precise
determination of the object and purpose of the study is crucial for the proper
determination of criteria for selection of respondents.
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IDI events were of exploratory nature [3] and were used to deepen
understanding of the PM system in a given university and expectation/requirement
of the funding bodies. Such events were organized with the following institutions:
1. Medical University of Warsaw (WUM)
2. Warsaw University of Technology (PW)
3. Kozminski University (ALK)
4. The National Centre for Research and Development (NCBR)
3. Review of the methodologies of PM at the Universities
Most of the universities for many years have been working in the form of
projects. In part they are financed by external funds: both EU and national. These
are public funds and must be spent in the right way, so it must be used a model of
conduct that is transparent and controlled.
The conducted interviews indicate that each of the investigated universities
has suitable arrangements describing the specifics of the project - the required
documents, the scope of activities, determine the assignment of responsibilities for
specific design tasks. They also regulate issues of financial affairs in the project,
while specifying who can decide whether an individual can apply for the funds to
implement the project or whether it must make its own contribution to the project.
At Medical University of Warsaw (WUM) are three units engaged in PM.
Research Department of Central Administration, dealing mainly with the project
financed by National Science Centre (NCN0 of fundamental nature. Department of
International Collaboration is mainly involved in international projects, among
other under Erasmus+, CEEPUS. There is also Project Office, established in 2008,
which disseminates information on calls for proposals, builds inventory of the
projects and provides assistance in implementation, including projects completion
reports.
At WUM usually the function of research project leader is bestowed to that
person who was responsible for submitting the project proposal. In the case of
infrastructural projects, the decision with regard to the project leader is made by
the Rector Office. Research project leader enjoys full autonomy in deciding about
the research related matters. Financial aspects are supported by an expert from
Project Office.
Since 2014, the University implements integrated system of management,
with sub-system dedicated to PM. Currently the new system is tested and the staff
undergoes training. By the end of year there will be one tool available for
management of all projects conducted at WUM.
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At Warsaw University of Technology (PW) PM is delegated down to the
appropriate Faculty or Institute. The Central Administration monitors progress in
projects and offers support in formal matters.
As in the case of WUM, projects are led by the researchers who had been
responsible for preparing proposals. Infrastructural projects are managed by the
Central Administration, directly by the Chancellor or a person designated, from
relevant unit of the Administration.
The project leader is supported by project team, which usually consists
of a person responsible for accounting, public procurement and for
information/promotion. On the financial matters the leader is supported by
financial division of Central Administration. In some Faculties, there are experts
who represent Dean on matters related to funding from European Commission. An
attempt has been made at PW to designate one expert to each project. The entire
system is, however, very likely to be profoundly changed in view of the upcoming
opening of the Centre for Innovation Management and Technology Transfer.
Kozminski University (ALK) was established in 1993 and now is one of the
best performing private universities in Poland. Projects at this university are
implemented either by Centre of Excellence (CE) or Project Management Office
(PMO). The first unit deals with projects funded with external funding, while the
second with the ones funded internally. There is also Office Supporting Research
Activities, focused on research projects.
Centre of Excellence to a large degree operates based on the methodology of
PRINCE 2, which is modified depending on the needs of a given project.
The project leader position is usually offered either to the researcher who initiated
the application, or to His/her designee.
Project Management Office at ALK runs their own projects and also projects
implemented by other units, financed with internal/university funding, primarily
aiming at improving the university infrastructure. Usually projects are managed by
employees of PMO with relevant professional background. In some cases, experts
employed at PMO provide trainings to projects leaders coming out from the other
university units.
The case of ALK clearly demonstrates advantages related to the private
ownership of the universities in Poland. The decision making path is short and
there is ease in mobilizing internal financial resources for implementing a given
project, wherever it is needed. This prevents problems with delays in the execution
phase and with flow of financial assets.
Main sources of funding for the projects undertaken in higher education
institutions in Poland are: (a) statutory money from Ministry of Science and Higher
Education and (b) competitive grants won from European and domestic funding
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agencies. The latter, competitive funding, is provided by NCBR in the case of
applied and industry relevant research and by NCN in the case of fundamental
research. NCBR acts also as intermediate organization for European Programmes.
Each project financed by NCBR is overviewed by one staff member. This person
takes the responsibility of monitoring progress of the project financial/legal issues
related to the project agreement.
4. The conclusions from the research and recommendations for project
management methodologies at universities
Based on the review of practices adopted by a group of Polish Universities for
management of projects a number of observations and recommendations can be
made, with some of them being particularly relevant to the current PM
methodology at higher education schools in general.
First, it seems to be a good practise that a special unit is established which
offers support at inter-faculty level. In order to assure its efficiency, such a unit
should have clearly defined goals and tasks. It should also be organized into
sections with well described scope of activities. In particular, there should be
sections responsible for dissemination of the information, offering support to the
academics searching for funding and the one with responsibility of preparing
financial statements to the progress reports. It should be noted in the context of
defining the sections that overloading any group of experts with responsibilities
exceeding their capacity is counterproductive. Also, the design of sections should
agree with the basic specializations of the experts, who are very unlikely to be able
to cover whole spectrum of issues of relevance.
The results obtained in this study also show that an important and grossly
underestimated matter is communication. There is a clear indication that
a successful application for project funding requires efficient communication
between the team of researchers who originate the project idea and PM
experts who help to turn it into a proposal and later contract with a funding
agency. Collaboration of these two groups is of particular importance in the case of
financial aspects, which require input data from the Central Accounting
Division. Communication between the parties involved can be in many cases
significantly improved with adopting appropriate communication procedures.
Such procedures should provide legal framework for exchanging information
between the university units and with external institutions relevant to the process of
project preparation. They would certainly help to build an institutional environment
supporting efficient project management.
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An important observation made in this study is that one of the key elements in
management of the projects conducted by the Universities is handling of
contingencies. This in particular applies to reporting risk relevant events. A good
practice in efficient handling such events is to develop a manual for problems
and risks supervision.
Another important observation based on the results of the study is the need for
provision to monitor and control all projects in a given university with the use
of one information system tool. Otherwise, there is no possibility for
simultaneous cross-examining of all projects, which is essential for a proper
resource allocation. Also, lack of such a tool hinders efficient use of the expertise
acquired in various projects.
Finally, the last recommendation with regard to procedural matters, concerns
the need for the procedure of project definition. Such a procedure should
regulate rules for project scheduling and budgeting. It could be concise and general
to the point which would prevent its frequent modifications.
The results of the conducted study clearly show that the key meaning to the
system of project management has university personnel. This personnel might
speed up or delay implementation of the regulations due to both the subjective
(e.g. resistance to the change as such) and objective reasons (unclear explanation of
the changes needed). Thus it is highly recommended that all new solutions are
consulted with the staff involved.
Another observation is that the researcher capable to generate excellent
project ideas are not able to transfer them into project format. Thus, it highly
recommended that appropriate training in PM is provided to the research staff at
the university and to the students. Universities should consider possibility of
offering a special course to the students and to potential projects leaders. The aim
of this educational effort should be building PM awareness among the academia
and improving skills in commercialization of the research results.
5. Summary
Based on the results of the research conducted the paper presents
recommendation to the higher education schools for improving the capacity of the
university in project management. The recommendation proposed concern both
organizational issues, methodological aspects and training activities.
It should be underlined, however, that the recommendations put forward by
no means are of ultimate character. In fact, the PM issues and methodologies
should be subject of every day concern with the special focus on the researchers
who are the main asset of any university.
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IMPLEMENTING EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHM INTO
TRAINING SINGLE-LAYER ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK
IN CLASSIFICATION TASK
STANISŁAW PŁACZEK
Faculty of Computer Science, Vistula University (AFiB Vistula)
The article proposes implementing a modified version of genetic algorithm in
a neural network, what in literature is known as “evolutionary algorithm” or
“evolutionary programming”. An Evolutionary Algorithm is a probabilistic
algorithm that works in a set of weight variability of neurons and seeks the optimal
value solution within a population of individuals, avoiding the local maximum.
For chromosomes the real value variables and matrix structure are proposed to
a single-layer neural network. Particular emphasis is put on mutation and crossover
algorithms. What is also important in both genetic and evolutionary algorithms is the
selection process. In the calculation example, the implementation of theoretical
considerations to a classification task is demonstrated.
Keywords: Genetic Algorithm, Evolutionary Algorithm, selection process, mutation,
recombination, replacement.

1. Introduction
Genetic Algorithms (GA) and Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) are in some
respect inspired by the process of natural selection. A given environment is filled
with a population of individuals that strive for survival and reproduction.
The fitness of these individuals represents their chances of survival.

Between the concepts of natural evolution and computer calculation one can
appoint the following relation [1]:
Environment – Solving problem
Individuals – Candidate solution
Fitness value – Quality or target
Everybody should be very careful when interpreting the results achieved; taking
into account the differences between a natural environment and a computer
environment that is built with silicon and mathematics. From the historical point of
view, three different implementations of the basic idea have been developed. In the
USA, Fogel, Owen and Walsh introduced Evolutionary Programming (EP). Holand
called his method a Genetic Algorithm (GA), while in Germany Rechenberg and
Schwefel invented the Evolution Strategy. Since 1990 all streams following the
general idea emerged as Genetic Programming (GP). Now the whole field of
evolutionary computing is known as Evolutionary Algorithm (EA). In the article
the last term is used. In the article, an EA is implemented to an Artificial Neural
Network (ANN) in the teaching process and, in practice, implementation. An ANN
has valuable characteristics, such as approximating any non-linear mapping and
generalization, parallel and distributed computation, learning and adaptation.
Parallel and distributed computation especially correlate with the genetic and
evolutionary algorithm structures. Evolutionary Algorithms are interpreted as
genetic algorithm generalization. In an EA the evolution principle and inheritance
are implemented, as well as using the appropriate data structure according to the
solving task. For an ANN a real figure matrix is applied. Using this,
the appropriated variations of operators are used.
2. Evolutionary Algorithm structure in an ANN application
The simplest ANN structure is described as one layer Perceptron (Fig.1).
The input vector data X are put into input neurons, which are multiplied by
appropriate weight coefficients of an ANN structure. Using different activation
function types, the output signal is calculated as vector Y. This vector is compared
with the teaching vector Z calculating a target function value. As a teaching
function the minimum of the mean square error (MSE) is usually used (1).
Φ= ∑

∙∑

(

− (∑

1 ∙

))

where:
− the dimensionality of the input vector X,
− the dimensionality of the output vector Y and the teaching vector Z,
− the epoch dimensionality,
1 − matrix weight coefficients connecting input and output vectors,
− the non-linear activation function.
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(1)

Figure 1. One-layer Perceptron scheme

The activation function could be sigmoid or tanh. The scheme presented in
(Fig.1.) describes the teaching algorithm structure based on a target function
gradient. Matrix weight coefficients are modified by each iteration (an off-line
algorithm). A backpropagation algorithm is the most popular teaching algorithm.
Only one exemplar of matrix weight coefficients is used (using the EA
terminology: only one individual is used). Of course, the gradient has to be
calculated, which is used to modify the weight coefficients. In an EA the set of
individuals is generated. Evaluating the output vector Y is fulfilled in a parallel
way, so the gradient calculation is unnecessary.
The basic model is different in an EA calculation. We have to define the set of
ANN individuals with one input and output vectors (Fig.2). These individuals are
the unit of selection. Their reproductive success depends on how well they are
evaluated by the target function. The more successful individuals have a higher
ability to reproduce in the next generation. Additionally, mutations give rise to new
individuals to be tested. Thus, as the iteration passes, there is a chance in the
constitutions of the population. The whole set of individuals is known as a
population. In an ANN every individual is represented by the weight coefficient
matrix W1, which connects the input signal X with the output one. In the EA
terminology a matrix is defined as a chromosome – an individual calculation entity.
A chromosome contains a set of weight coefficients known as genes. Genes are
expressed in natural figures. It is the basic difference between EA and GA. In the
GA all genes have bit representation.
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Figure 2. Chromosome and Population structure for an ANN

Where general data structure is the following:
0:
– the input vector from the epoch set,
0:
– the output vector,
0:
– the teaching vector,
!"1: # – the epoch size,
$1% 1:
1:
1: & ' () – the three-dimensionality matrix of
individuals,
!*!+, - – the size of the population.
Thus, a set of genes creates a chromosome. According to Fig. 2, an EA structure
contains the “number of individuals” dimensionality “popsize”. The input vector
0:
, in a parallel way is sending into popsize matrix W1. All output vectors
0:
are evaluated and the fitness function Φ% for every individual is
calculated. One of the most important parameters which has to be taken is the
number of individuals (or parents) ., and the number of offspring (children) /.
The decision is not simple. If one decides to increase the number of both the
individuals and the offspring, the algorithm will look through the solving space
better. But, on the other hand, this process is time-consuming and finding the final
solution could last too long. Comparing Fig.1 and Fig.2 one can see the main
differences between a standard backpropagation algorithm and an EA structure.
A backpropagation algorithm is serial. Solving space is indwelled by an algorithm
using information contained in the target function gradient. An EA is a parallel
algorithm. In a parallel way, the set of individuals indwells solving space, looking
for the best individuals fitted to the target function (the solving task).
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3. Evolutionary Algorithm components
In literature one can find many different variants of an EA. But there are
common technics behind all of them. There is a population of individuals within
some environment (giving target function). These individuals compete using the
natural selection (survival of the fittest). This, in turn, causes a rise of the
population. Giving the target function (the quality function to be maximized), an
algorithm randomly creates a set of candidate solution. The target function is
applied as an abstract fitness measure. On the basic of these fitness values some of
the better candidates are chosen to seed the next generation, which is fulfilled by
applying recombination and mutation to them. Therefore, by executing the
variation operators on the parents, a new set of candidates is generated
(the offspring). A new target function value is evaluated and competition is created.
For competition a different algorithm is used – the fittest, the maximum age.
This process can be iterated until a candidate with the maximum quality is found.
To summarize one can conclude:
• EA are population-based. They process a whole collection of candidate
solution in a parallel way.
• EA use recombination, mixing information from two or more candidates.
• EA are stochastic using a lot of randomly generated data [1].
Below, the most important components of EA are described:
• Individuals' representation. For an ANN a set of matrices will be applied.
• Evaluation function, target function or fitness function.
• Population dimensionality popsize.
• Individual (parent) selection.
• Variation operators. Recombination and mutation to the matrix structure
will be applied.
• Replacement (survival selection mechanism).
The general block scheme of the EA is given in Fig. 3. It contains all the main
components and the relations between them. Every block in the scheme could be
realized in many ways and could be implemented by various algorithms, which are
described in Fig. 3. As stated above, an ANN layer structure is described as the
weight coefficients matrix W1. For a long input vector X and output vector Y,
the matrix dimensionality could be big and contain a lot of weight coefficients.
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Figure 3. Bloch scheme of Evolutionary Algorithm structure.

3.1. The representation of an ANN weight coefficients
For
50 and
= 30 variables one matrix W1 contains 1500 weight
coefficients. Using binary representation, one has to decide on the weight
coefficients range dimension. Say, it will be [-5 : +5]. Taking six positions for
approximation precision every matrix weight coefficient
will be represented by
10*1000000=10 000 000 subintervals. This means that the binary vector has to
have minimum 24 bits.
8 288 608 4 2

5

4 16 777 216

(2)

The total chromosome dimension including 1500 genes:
24*1500= 36000 bits.
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(3)

It is quite a big value and operates such long bits strings that it is not optimal.
The final conclusion is simple – using binary code for matrix weight coefficients
representation is not adequate. In contrast, taking the real value matrix weight
representation is the appropriate decision. Chromosome contains 1500 figures in 50
∈ 8 – the set of real figures. From the calculation point
rows and 30 columns
of view, the coding and decoding step is omitted in each iteration. The algorithm
works faster.
3.2. Evaluation function
The main role of the evaluation function, target function or fitness function is
to represent the requirements the population should adopt to meet. It is the base for
the selection step and it boost improvements. As it is standard in an ANN teaching
process, the minimum of the mean square error (MSE) is used (1). It should be as
minimal as possible. However, in an EA the maximum of the target function is
required to use the proportional selection. The simplest method is to change the
minimum to the maximum,
max<−Φ( ) = min[Φ( )

(4)

But this simple method cannot guarantee that all −Φ( ) ≥ 0, which is required by
the proportional selection. A better way is to add constant number C to all fitness
values, achieving:
@ − Φ( ) ≥ 0

(5)

The problem is that it is hard to select a proper C value. If C is small, it cannot
guarantee that @ − Φ( ) ≥ 0 for all individuals. For an ANN teaching target
function, the maximum of fitness value in the current population is calculated,
which guarantees that:
ΦABC (x) − Φ( ) ≥ 0

(6)

In this way, the minimum optimization problem could be changed to:
max{ΦABC (x) − Φ( )}

(7)

3.3. Population dimensionality
The role of population is to represent a possible solution. In an ANN,
the population is a multi-set of matrices and forms the unit of evolution. In almost
all EA applications the population size is constant and does not change during the
iteration process. The selection operators (two-step, parent selection and survival
selection) work on the population level. But, in contrast, the variation operators
(crossover and mutation) act on parent individuals. A population should have an
adequate property. The main parameter is known as diversity and measures
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the number of different solutions. Other statistical measures, such as variation and
entropy, are used. If the popsize population is big, usually diversity is better, but an
algorithm needs more time to evaluate the target functions.
3.4. Parent selection mechanism
Selection process imitates natural selection by granting fitter individuals
higher opportunity to be selected into the crossover process. Individual “i” in the
current population has a fitness value Φ . Fitter individuals have more chances to
be selected and a relative fitness value of individuals is calculated:
!

EF
FG H IFJK

∑FG

(8)

EF

where: , 1 … , !*!+, -.
In the program selection, an algorithm is simulated by the roulette and this
process is known as roulette wheel selection (RWS) (Fig.4.).

Roulette selection idea
p1
p2
p3
p4
p5
p6
Figure 4. Roulette rotation process for 7 individuals.

In this way, some individuals in the population will be selected more than
once and some will never be selected. But, from time to time, the fitter individuals
could not be selected by RWS. This process is known as selection bias. To avoid
this for an ANN, stochastic universal sampling (SUS) is used, as suggested by
Baker [2]. RWS has one arrow. If the arrow stops at area “i”, an individual “i” is
selected. RWS is carried out in a serial way.
SUS has popsize uniformly distributed arrows (Fig. 5.). The angle between them is
2N/!*!+, -. If any arrow “i” stops at area ‘j”, “j” individuals are selected. SUS
works in a parallel way.
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Figure 5. Stochastic Universal Sampling for 9 individuals

SUS could perform proportional selection without bias.
3.5. Recombination or crossover operator
In a standard GA with binary representation, one- or multi-point crossover is
implemented. For an EA with chromosomes in real number representation different
algorithms are used. For an ANN training process, Arithmetic and Blend Crossover
are implemented. Chromosomes are presented by matrices. For
$1 = P

Q RST $1 = P

Q *U , = 1,2, … . .

; X = 0,1,2 … …

(9)

The first offspring could be expressed by (10):
$Y = Z ∙ $1 + (1 − Z) ∙ $1

(10)

For the second offspring, taking \ = 1 − Z, achieving (11)
$Y = \ ∙ $1 + (1 − \) ∙ $1

(11)

Where Z is uniformly distributed Z ~ ^(0, 1). This algorithm generates two
offspring, which are a linear combination of their parents. From an ANN point of
view, this solution is not satisfying. The solution space should be penetrated in
a more complex form. In literature the Blend Crossover (BLX) has been described
and it has better statistical characteristics [2]. For
$1 = P

Q RST $1 = P

Q *U , = 1,2, … . .

; X = 0,1,2 … …

(12)

the offspring gene is achieved by a non-linear algorithm, using uniformly
distributed random number in the range (a, b), defined by the developer.
! = URST (_

−Z∙P

−
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Q` , (_

+Z∙P

−

Q`)

(13)

3.6. Mutation operator
In practice, the weight coefficients values are limited. Therefore, the mutation
process has to be limited as well. Using mutation probability parameter !a ,
selected from the whole population, a gene could be modified by Uniform
Mutation.
URST R, b

(14)

Where a, b are the upper and lower domain value, respectively. In this algorithm
one can define the domain parameters in an arbitrary way. A better result is
achieved using Normal Mutation. For a normal distributed randomly, the possible
of the mutant value will be in the range
3∙d;

[3∙d

(15)

Where d is the standard deviation. Mutation is calculated by formula (16).
S[1

S [d∙

0,1

(16)

4. Numerical example
A simple classification problem was investigated as an example. In the twodimensional space the set of point is divided only into two subclasses (Fig. 6.).
One layer ANN includes 2 input neurons and 2 output neurons. The activation
function is non-linear with threshold characteristic. Selection probability !' 0.7,
mutation probability !a 0.01 and d 0.1.

Figure 6. Input data structure divided into two subclasses
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Figure 7. Learning process characterized by errors

In the EA 50 individuals are defined and all genes are initialized by the
uniform value U(−1; +1). In Fig. 7 one can see that an average error achieves quite
a big value. This means the fitness functions are distributed into the entire solution
space. To achieve the minimum error an algorithm needs less than 2500 iterations
only. It is connected with the threshold function.
5. Conclusion
An ANN calculates the output value Y using all the neurons in a layer, which
are working in a parallel way. The modern computers with multiprocessors and
programming languages with - have the tools to use ANNs in a wide area. An EA,
using real figures value in genes, chromosome and population representation as the
basic for its structure, can use the same computers and programming features. So,
the connection of these two tools increases the final calculation power and speed.
The article, in a very abbreviated form, describes all the main features and
elements of an EA structure. In the calculation example SUS selection process,
BLX crossover method and Normal Mutation algorithms were used. As the
replacement mechanism the simplest algorithm was used, too. The popsize
individuals (parents) generate the same offspring number, so the population is
constant during the iteration process . /. Using threshold activation function, an
algorithm needs less iteration to achieve the final target function value. Using
a standard sigmoid function, a backpropagation algorithm needs more iteration to
achieve the saturation value. In the evolution process there are two important
issues: population diversity and selective pressure. These factors are related: an
increase in the selective pressure decreases the diversity of the population, and vice
versa. Strong selective pressure supports the premature convergence. Analyzing
the average error in Fig.7. one can see that algorithm holds on the balance between
population diversity and selective pressure.
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DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR INFORMATION SYSTEMS
SECURITY AUDIT (WABSI) AS A COMPONENT OF IT
INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGEMENT
MICHAŁ RUDOWSKI, KATARZYNA TARNOWSKA
Institute of Computer Science, Warsaw University of Technology

The paper presents the concepts and implementation of application for
monitoring, analysis and reporting of enterprise information systems security.
The purposes of the application are: comprehensive support for IT security
administrator and auditors in checking information security and systems security
levels, checking security policy implementation and compliance with security
standards required by certificates and other regulations. The paper presents the
requirements for the system, its architecture and implementation of particular
components, evaluation of application and tests executed with regard to security
standards. According to the authors, it is the IT management system which many
organizations and solution providers lack. It results in that the effectiveness of the
management of information security in these organizations may be less than
expected.
Keywords: security audit, information systems, IT management.

1. Introduction
The article presents a concept resulting in system named WABSI (Polish:
Wspomaganie
Audytu
Bezpieczeństwa
Systemów
Informatycznych).
Implementation of WABSI system was proposed within bachelor thesis [9] in the
Institute of Computer Science in Warsaw University of Technology. The main
objective of the project was to design and implement a specialized application for

monitoring and reporting of the enterprise IT system security, as well as present its
results on the chosen test-case scenarios. The application facilitates assurance and
control of the IT systems monitored by IT administrators and auditors. It supports
event analysis, incident detection, security level reporting and compliance with
security standards provided to information security officers, security auditors and
executives. According to the authors, many organizations and software providers
lack this kind of solution. For this reason, WABSI is being presented in this work
as a proposed approach to enterprise IT management support in the area of
information security.
2. Information System Security Audit, Methods and Tools
Nowadays, as more and more IT systems are being developed and
implemented, it is necessary for different organizations to specify formal
procedures of information systems security audit. Hence the growing demand for
the specialized services in this area. Audit is understood as checking compliance
with the regulations established by various, mostly international, standardization
organizations. According to ISO 19011 [8], an audit is „a systematic, independent
and documented process of gathering audit evidence used to evaluate how audit
criteria are being met”. This includes checking system records, servers and
workstations configurations. Besides records, audit evidence includes statements of
fact and all the information gathered through observation, interview, documents
and data review [5].
There are three types of audits [8]:
• third-party audits – external audits performed by independent organizations such
as registrars (certification bodies) or regulators. It can be a part of certification
process or periodical control audit,
• second-party audits - external audits as well, usually done by customers or by
others on their behalf, they can also be done by regulators or any other external
party that has a formal interest in an organization,
• first-party – internal audits used to confirm or improve the effectiveness of
management systems, also used to declare that an organization complies with an
ISO standard.
Within implementing Information Security Management System, risk analysis
should also be conducted, which includes assessment of incident likelihood, costs
and risk acceptance level. Evaluation of information security system is a process of
determining system resistance to factors that may cause loss of information
confidentiality, integrity and availability. Security is, however, immeasurable in
technical terms – its indicators are rather symbolic than numerical. In practice of
IT security, the data is collected in the first place in order to develop indicators.
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Based on these indicators the evaluation of system security is determined and
reported [3].
While many formal methods and information security models have been
developed, there emerged problems with implementing these methods in practice.
On the other hand, “the companies which in the near future will not demonstrate
security certifications for their IT systems will be on the lost positions when
competing for the public tenders” [2].
Audit is a formal checking of the records of a system to ensure that the
activities that were anticipated to have taken place have actually happened.
External audit is mostly based on data provided by the audited company – an
auditor is not technically able to check reliability of the data provided. Hence the
need to develop automatic tools supporting individuals responsible for assurance
and formal validation of systems security: both external auditors and security
officers inside the organization. At the same time, these tools should detect security
gaps in the systems. Currently, most security audit procedures are performed
manually by means of review of audit logs and identification of potential security
vulnerabilities and violations. Security audit has always been perceived as an
activity demanding human expertise and extensive knowledge of the policies and
standards. Although the “manual” methods of audit are sometimes appropriate, in
case when audit data volume is huge and varied, audit quality may deteriorate.
Sometimes effective audit is beyond human capabilities.
Another incentive to automate auditor's work is that this work is usually
tedious and repetitive, often assigned to temporary or part-time workers or even as
a scope of duties of another position (e.g. system administrators). At the same time
there is an increasing demand and awareness of necessity to perform routine
security inspections.
There are commercial solutions on the market that support information
security audit and management, however, due to excessive costs of purchase and
deployment, as well as complexity of implementation, only large companies can
afford them. Within bachelor thesis work at the Computer Science Institute of
Warsaw University of Technology [9] a tool with some such functionality was
proposed and implemented, which could be potentially more accessible to small
and medium-sized enterprises.
3. WABSI System
3.1. Analysis of decision problem area
Deployment of suitable procedures for computer system and risk monitoring
allows IT security officers to determine whether system users perform only
authorized operations on the system objects they were granted access on.
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Such procedures enable system security policy enforcement and security incidents
reporting. The main decision problem areas of security officer include:
• security policy enforcement, requesting awards and punishments,
• system usage monitoring and incident analysis,
• monitoring access to sensitive data,
• risk analysis.
In order to determine risk associated with the system usage it is necessary to
analyze the system logs. The frequency of log review should be commensurate
with the risk level. Risk assessment should consider the criticality of the
application processes, the value and sensitivity of the data stored in the system and
log analysis from the previous incidents.
The system should support the security officer in all the mentioned areas,
which leads to defining system requirements, as specified in the next subsection.
3.2. Requirements specification
This subsection presents functional and non-functional requirements for the
system supporting information security officers.
3.2.1. Functional requirements
Functional requirements define the system and are associated with specific
processes supported by the system. The system presented within this work supports
the process of system security audit, which can be considered a sequence of
activities depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The process of system security audit [9]

In particular, the system should facilitate the following tasks:
• detection of unauthorized access attempts and other violations of security policy,
• system monitoring and alert parameters setting,
• identifying trends, user activity, server activity, time of highest activity, etc.,
• generating reports on events, trends, compliance and user activity,
• generating reports for the purpose of control and audit,
• understanding the security risks.
These tasks were grouped in Figure 2 into four main areas: monitoring, detection,
identification and reporting.
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Figure 2. The main areas of system user support [9]

3.2.2. Non-functional requirements
Non-functional requirements are understood as expected characteristics of the
system or its environment, such as: usability, reliability, effectiveness, efficiency,
scalability, flexibility, etc.
Usability means the ease to learn to use the system by its users. The time to
train the main user of the system - information security officer - should not exceed
two days. After training, performing typical operations - generating reports or data
for analysis - should not exceed a few minutes. There should be an online help and
user manual for the system. The graphical user interface should be friendly and
intuitive, the system should also be accessible through a Web browser.
Reliability means that the system must work in a way acceptable by the user.
This covers the following requirements:
• availability: 24 hours a day, 365 days a year,
• MTTR (Mean Time To Repair), in case of the system failure, i.e. inability to
perform desirable functions – no more than 24 hours,
• MTBF (Mean Time Between Failures) – at least 30 days,
• accuracy of monitoring – should result from the given parameters.
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Effectiveness and efficiency include the following:
• response time for report generation: from immediate response to several hours
(depending on the given parameters, the scope of the audit and the size of IT
environment),
• capacity: support of up to ten concurrent users.
The system should be scalable – which means possibility of extension by adding
new systems to monitor, regardless of their technology platform (heterogeneity).
The system should be also extensible to support any new type of system that might
be introduced in the company.
Adaptability means the ease of modifying and verifying software.
The response time of system maintenance group depends on the complexity of
changes. Development of a new simple report should not take more than one day,
more complex reports – up to one week. Complex changes, such as applying new
business rules might take up to a month.
3.2.3. Constraints
Constraints are applied on the system design or process used as a base for the
system development. In case of the system proposed in this work they are related to:
• supporting log files from Windows and Linux operating systems and from Oracle
Database Management System,
• supporting ISO 19011 [8] and ISO/IEC 27001 [7].
3.3. WABSI system – use cases
WABSI system was functionally divided into four modules:
• Security Policy Maintenance,
• Monitoring,
• Security Assessment,
• Reporting.
Due to the size limitations for the paper, article contains only chosen figure
from [9]. The details of the system design and implementation are described in [9].
Figure 3 shows a use case diagram for the system.
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Figure 3. Use case diagram for WABSI system [9]

3.4. Performed tests and incident cases analysis
WABSI system was tested on a case study developed based on the earlier case
presented in [6], describing hypothetical company producing heavy military
equipment. Within testing procedure risk analysis support was verified, including
problem reporting and risk analysis. Ten sample test scenarios were defined,
including various incident cases in different threat scenarios. Test cases were
defined as following:
Case 1: defining security model, adding employees, defining subjects in the
security model, defining information objects and security level classifications,
defining permissions for subjects to objects, updating security model in the
reporting system, preview of the defined security model.
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Case 2: verification of security model usage in systems, defining monitored
systems / loading systems operations and operation types dictionaries, loading
system roles, loading system users, loading system privileges, analysis and
reporting of system privileges, analysis of incident scenarios related to excessive
privilege granting (internal threat), SQL injection attack and privilege escalation
(external threat) [10].
Case 3: event analysis, loading, refreshing, analysis of unsuccessfully
attempted events, statistics of object-related events, statistics of system events.
Case 4: classifying events as incidents (model's entry data update, incident
detection, incident analysis).
Case 5: user activity monitoring and analysis, scenario of an operating-system
level attack, analysis of user statistics, system users' identity life-cycle monitoring,
assurance of system role’s compliance with an employee's job tasks, analysis of
new accounts in the systems.
Case 6: object and sensitive data analysis (information assets of the company).
Case 7: backup's status checking and reporting, new backup adding.
Case 8: reporting and analysis of incidents (vulnerabilities discovery, possible
threats preview, incident reporting, temporal analysis of incidents).
Case 9: incidents' forecast.
Case 10: sending notifications and alerts review.
4. WABSI evaluation
The result of the work on the system supporting security officers and audit
process is a design of the system, tested and running application. Implementation
of the system brings a company the following benefits:
• enhancement of security policy enforcement on several IT system levels in
various areas of formal regulations, standards and best practices. Providing
visibility of actual technical implementation of regulations, additional compliance
proof besides certificates,
• comprehensive privilege control in enterprise systems, eliminating excessive
permissions, redundant data and accounts,
• development of procedures in the area of information security, modeling and
putting into practice the process of user privileges management in each enterprise
system, which serves as a base for requirements for new systems implemented in
a company,
• better effectiveness of privilege management, mapping referential access control
lists to privileges granted in the systems,
• enforcement of implementation of mechanism based on roles related to
standardized job positions, applying techniques of privilege grouping and
separation of roles,
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• automation of employee's identity life cycle in the systems, centralized access to
information about roles and privileges granted to an employee starting from their
hiring date to leaving date. The information is up-to-date and accessible on
demand,
• implementation of the company's organizational structure in the system,
facilitating change management,
• elimination of mistakes made by human administrators − delays and
inconsistencies in the area of user management,
• assuring control mechanisms for setting up new accounts for users. Advanced
analytics of privileges enables inconsistencies reporting and roles' versioning.
Privileged users control. Real separation between system administrator's role and
security administrator's role,
• inventory of information assets and accounts in monitored systems,
• enforcing regular backups,
• collection of detailed information about operations and events in operating
systems and database management systems without performance loss (enables
removing audit data from monitored systems after they are transferred to WABSI
central log repository),
• eliminating collection of documents related to statements and reports about role
and privilege granting due to storing this information in the system and access on
demand on portals, replacement of some paper forms containing security
procedures (e.g. “List of employees of the organizational units”, “Backup control
of the whole system”) with their electronic versions.
• IT security reporting is available directly to executives, without engagement of
administrators (time saving),
• higher level of information security in the company – in terms of confidentiality,
integrity, better organization of information flow in the company, adjusting
security mechanisms to the security class of information,
• reducing the risk of unauthorized access to resources. Achieving measurable
value associated with minimizing the risk,
• supporting the implementation of Information Security Management System
(in the areas of assets definition, threats and vulnerabilities definition for these
assets, risk assessment and implementing security measures) –
ISO/IEC
27003:2010 [1]. Allowing monitoring and review of implemented Information
Security Management System, including:
• identifying security violations, breaches and incidents failed or successful,
• enabling management to determine whether security measures delegated to
individuals or implemented by means of information technology, are
performed in line with expectations,
• help in detecting security violations and thereby preventing security breaches
with the use of indicators,
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• supporting implementation of security measures according to standard
PN-ISO/IEC 27001:2014 [7] in the following areas:
• human resources security (A.7): termination or change of employment:
revoking access rights,
• asset management (A.8): responsibility for assets, information assets
inventory, acceptable usage of the assets,
• information classification (A.8.2): guidelines for the classification, labeling
and handling the information,
• access control (A.9): adherence to access control policy, users registration,
privilege management, review of users' access rights, operating systems access
control, limiting access to information,
• backups (A.12.3)
• logging and monitoring (A.12.4)
• technical vulnerabilities management (A.12.6),
• communication security (A.13): management of network security,
• management of incidents related to information security (A.16): reporting
events related to information security, incident management and implementing
enhancements in the following areas: accountability and procedures, drawing
conclusions from incidents, collection of evidence,
• compliance (A.18): with the law: protection of organizational registers,
personal data protection and confidentiality of information about individual
entities, compliance with security policies and standards,
• providing reports for periodical audit related to certification with ISO 27001,
being a form of documentation assuring auditor about processes' correctness,
• facilitating the process of external audit. Reports audits are feasible and easy to
communicate to auditors. Thus the objective set for the system is achieved.
Within WABSI system implementation following possibilities of system
extension were identified:
• development of electronic forms for new permissions' request, accepted
electronically by the supervisor - no need to submit paper requests,
• correlating events with rule engine of customizable attack rules enabling
counteracting against standard violations made by employees,
• violations discovery according to patterns based on risk estimations and
automated activity blocking,
• automatic alerts implementation in case of exceeding the defined parameters,
• adding new systems to monitor, including different DBMS,
• collecting logs from application level,
• applying new algorithms of data mining,
• separating WABSI users and defining separate application views for: security
officer, external and internal auditor, system administrators and other users,
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• implementing and usage of new functionalities, including risk assessment,
extending the area of support and assurance of PN-ISO/IEC 27001:2014 standard
[7]. Further development of WABSI system should be directed into area of
artificial intelligence methods, expert systems and machine learning algorithms, as
well as development of interactive reports and management dashboards enabling
multidimensional analysis in a friendly manner to an end user.
5. Conclusion
In the area of security, most companies invested in external security measures,
such as firewalls, email protection, network and infrastructure protection and/or
SIEM solutions. Meanwhile, most threats and risks come from inside of the
companies. The area of interest in IT security tools is directed to tracing activity of
privileged users in the organization. Decision-makers are allocating 90% of their IT
security budget for data security. At the same time, surveys show that 80% of the
software providers does not address the problem of database security, which stores
most of the valuable information (80% of IT security strategy programs does not
cover the strategy of database protection). According to report [4] from 2012, only
25% of organizations is monitoring activity in their databases. At the same time
94% of attacks are directed onto servers including data centers - hence the need to
protect database servers. The effects of the attacks are serious: loss of prestige,
fines for breaking regulations, financial losses. New technologies are developing
quickly, e.g. mobile devices and applications, which further increases the risk of
unauthorized access to data. The number of database users is constantly growing,
as well as number of mobile devices users. The companies are facing new
challenges: ensuring Quality of Services, preventing DoS attacks (Denial of
Service) and frauds, assuring privacy and security in data centers, ensuring
regulatory compliance. It should be emphasized that information security does not
cover only risk management and threats prevention, but also should help to
discover new development opportunities and providing for new types of services.
Security management tools are on the lists of the most important development
projects of global software providers. Many of the solutions are anyway too
complex to implement, designed for one technology platform (homogeneous) or
inaccessible on the grounds of excessive pricing, while studies show that 97% of
attacks can be prevented by applying simple security measures. Hence the need to
develop systems such as presented in this paper Decision Support System for
Information Security Audit (WABSI).
This work presented each step of developing WABSI system, starting from
problem analysis and requirements specification, through design and
implementation in the chosen technology, up to test cases and verification (more
detailed description is available in [9]). In [9] each of the development step was
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illustrated with examples designed on a case study of medium-sized company
operating in Poland. The built system is universal and can be implemented for any
other company wishing to have a centralized and reliable source of accurate
information on the current state of IT systems security and to automate audit
process: both internal and external according to ISO/IEC 19011:2011 standard [8].
It can be also helpful in preparing for certification under the ISO/IEC 27001:2007
standard [7] and in the implementation of Information Security Management
System. However, limitations of WABSI system should also be considered and
comprehensive approach for data security should be taken, not only in the area of
IT systems, but also in physical security, procedural, organizational and human
management policies [7]. Security assurance should be treated as one of the most
important company's objective. Business goals and security goals should not be
mutually contradictory.
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MODELLING OF EXCHANGE RATE EFFECTS AND
COMPLIMENTARIES BETWEEN AGRICULTURE AND
INDUSTRY IN UKRAINE
VICTOR SHEVCHUK
Institute of Economics, Sociology and Philosophy, Cracow University of Technology

This paper examines links between the exchange rate, agricultural and industrial
outputs in Ukraine. This is estimated using monthly data for the 2001−2015 period.
Results provide evidence that there is a positive spillover from agriculture to
industry, being in line with modern arguments on the role of agricultural sector in
economic growth (infrastructural spillovers, rural income effects, provision of
resources for an industrialized economy). However, industrial output squeezes out
agricultural production in the short run. Depreciation of the nominal (real) exchange
rate has an expansionary effect on industrial output, but it is harmful for agriculture.
From a policy perspective, the results suggest that agriculture-supporting policies
should be productive in the industrialization context either.
Keywords: agriculture, industry, nominal (real) exchange rate, Ukraine

1. Introduction
Ukraine is a country with well-recognized comparative advantages in the
agriculture, with land and climate suitable for agricultural production. As of 2014,
agriculture accounted for a third of the total exports, including processed goods.
Since 2012, relative stability of agricultural production is in a sharp contrast to a
deep plunge in industrial output. Though high world food prices could have
propped up demand for Ukraine’s agricultural production over the 2010−2013
period, recent downward price developments potentially have been of an opposite

effect. To make things even worse, there has been a large depreciation of exchange
rate to the tune of 90 percent since February 2014, not to mentioning an armed
conflict in two eastern regions of Ukraine. These and other challenges
notwithstanding, prospects for development of Ukraine’s agriculture are rather
optimistic. Macroeconomic model for Ukraine’s economy AGMEMOD envisages
a stable growth in production of wheat, corn, barley, sunflower and rapeseed at
least till 2025 [10]. However, it is not clear whether agriculture can serve as a true
engine of country’s economic growth in general and industrial output in particular.
As argued for transitional economies in Central and Eastern Europe and Central
Asia by Gylfason [6], heavy dependence on natural resources and agriculture may
result in rent seeking, policy failures (e.g., inflation), disincentives for education,
external trade, and saving, thereby retarding economic growth.
Agricultural production
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Figure 1. Ukraine: selected macroeconomic indicators, 2001−2014
Source: Ukraine’s State Statistical Committee (www.ukrstat.gov.ua)

Recent empirical studies have yielded ambiguous evidence and there remains
a lack of consensus on the effect of agriculture on economic development in
general and industrial output in particular [2]. While most of empirical studies
support the assumption that agricultural development is a precondition to
industrialization [5], there are several arguments in favor of agriculture-led growth:
(i) complementarity between investment in agriculture and the accompanying
creation of infrastructure and institutions in other sectors, (ii) rising of rural
incomes, with an expansion of market for consumer goods produced by domestic
manufacturers, (iii) provision of resources for transformation into an industrialized
economy, and (iv) alleviating of the foreign exchange constraint. Even for
countries with a middle-level income, empirical studies provide strong evidence
indicating that agriculture is an engine of economic growth [2]. For example,
Taiwan had been successful in stimulating agricultural production and then
converting it into accelerating growth in the nonagricultural sector [12]. However,
in the process of agricultural development and expansion of exports it is important
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not to get trapped in the low-quality segment of the agro-food market with
a decreasing competitiveness performance, as it has happened in Bulgaria and
Romania [1].
The remainder of this paper is structured in the following way. A brief survey
of theoretical issues is provided in the next section. Empirical methodology is
outlined in the third section. The empirical results are explained at length in the
fourth section, followed by the conclusions in the fifth and final section.
2. Literature survey
It is a dominant theme in the developmental literature that an increase in the
industrial output is associated with a declining role of agriculture. Low agricultural
productivity is a major obstacle for acceleration of economic growth. For example,
Gollin et al. [5] propose a two-sector model with modern industry and less
productive agriculture. The agricultural good is produced by a traditional
technology ( a units per unit of time) and a modern technology:
Yat = Aa (1 + γ a ) t N at ,

(1)

where Aa is a total-factor-productivity (TFP) parameter that is assumed to be
country-specific, γa is the constant exogenous rate of technological change in the
modern agricultural technology that is common across countries, Nat is
employment in the agricultural sector. The agricultural TFP parameter is affected
by country policy and institutions, both climate and the quantity and quality of land
per person. As the economy cannot substitute away from agricultural output,
a distortion to agricultural activity actually leads to a counterproductive allocation
of resources. Once equality Aa (1 + γ a )t ≥ a is satisfied, agricultural production
switches from the traditional technology to the modern technology, and labor flows
out of agriculture at a rate of γa. Based on data of 62 countries for the 1960−1990
period, it is empirically established that there is a negative relationship between
agricultural productivity and the share of employment in agriculture.
Matsuyama [11] with a two-sector model of endogenous growth and learningby-doing in the manufacturing sector demonstrates that there is a positive link
between agricultural productivity and economic growth for the closed economy
case, but it is just the opposite for the open economy case. If there is no foreign
trade, an exogenous increase in agricultural productivity releases labour for
manufacturing employment thus accelerating economic growth. For the open
economy case, an economy with less productive agriculture allocates more labour
to manufacturing and thus will grow faster. If there is no offsetting changes to
relative prices, the productive agricultural sector squeezes out the manufacturing
sector, with the economy being deindustrialized over time.
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Causality can run from industry to agriculture as well. Yang and Zhu [19]
propose a model implying the industrial development is a precondition for the
modernization of agriculture, as it is necessary to bring the price of industrial
products relative to agricultural products below a certain threshold, thus making it
profitable for some farmers to adapt modern technology that uses industry-supplied
inputs, such as manufactured farm implements and machinery, chemical fertilizers
and high-yield seed varieties. In contrast, traditional technology uses labour and
land only, with diminishing returns to labour. As agricultural modernization takes
place, TFP growth in industry is reinforced with TFP developments in agriculture,
contributing directly to agricultural labor productivity growth through the use of
industry-supplied inputs, and thus facilitating structural change.
Arguments in favor of complementarity between industrial and agricultural
sectors had been raised with strength in the 1960s by Schultz [14] and reinforced in
many studies since then [13]. First, implementation of modern technologies in
agriculture leads to productivity gains which in turn allow for redistribution of
labour force in favour of industry [4; 16; 19]. For 23 Asian, Latin American and
OECD countries over the 1963–2005 period, it is found that a decrease in the share
of agriculture in total labour force is explained by a higher productivity, not by
such alternative explanations as less efficient technologies, labour market
deformations, labour migration or institutional obstacles [17].
Second, a favorable multiplier effect could emerge due to several mechanisms:
(i) an increase in industry supplies, (ii) higher purchasing power of rural population
(it is helpful in the expansion of demand for domestic industrial goods and
services), (iii) a decrease in domestic food prices (it allows for a competitive level
of industrial wages), (iv) an increase in budget revenues (it could be contributive to
financing of infrastructural projects in the countryside), (v) weakening of the
foreign exchange constraint due to export of agricultural goods (it is important for
access to imported investment goods and raw materials). Agriculture may be
a slower-growing sector, but it has large mass that implies not only a large output
but also large economic inputs [13].
Third, better employment prospects in the countryside and higher incomes
lead to accumulation of human capital, thus strengthening incentives for
productivity. A similar effect could be achieved due to a higher level of social
capital as a by-product of expansion in agricultural production [8]. An increase in
income of farmer’s households can be a factor behind higher savings, with better
conditions for nutrition, lower inflation and elimination of poverty contributing to
higher quality of labour force [2]. There is no evidence that policies that
discriminate against agriculture have been beneficial for long-term economic
growth [3].
As remarked by Mao and Schive [12], agricultural-led growth does not mean
that agriculture would hold an increasing share in the economy, or that resources
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would flow only one way between the agricultural and nonagricultural sectors. It is
about a more balanced pattern of development through stable prices, more
equitable income distribution, less regional dualism, and probably a higher degree
of social stability. The example of Taiwan is much telling. Initially, since the
beginning of 1950s an accelerated growth of local agriculture contributed to
industrial developments in the field of labor-intensive products, such as radios,
bicycles, sewing machines, and machine tools, which quickly became competitive
in international markets. A favorable reverse causality had emerged over time,
when investment boom in computer industries allowed for policies to alleviate the
burden of taxes, reduce fertilizer prices, and eventually abolish the rice-fertilizer
barter system, with an increase of new investment in agricultural infrastructure and
research and development.
The direction of exchange rate effects on agriculture is far from being
unambiguous, as a positive demand-driven impact on exports could be neutralized
by adverse supply-side effects [9]. For example, appreciation of exchange rate is
responsible for an adverse effect on agriculture in Africa [13]. For Ukraine, it is
found that the long-run exchange rate elasticity of export demand seems to be
rather weak, although the exchange rate depreciation strongly contributes to
demand for agricultural exports in the short-run (except foodstuffs) [15].
3. Empirical methodology
For empirical analysis, monthly dataset is used. The sample covers the period
2001:1−2014:12. Unfortunately, earlier observations are not available. This implies
that the time span is rather short which could have implications for our results.
Agricultural and industrial outputs have been taken from the Ukraine’s State
Statistical office (www.ukrstat.gov.ua) while the nominal (real) exchange rate has
been obtained from the IMF’s International Financial Statistics database
(www.imf.org). All variables enter in logs, as it is common in order to improve
statistical properties of the time series, with agricultural and industrial output series
being seasonally adjusted.
There are such problems in analyzing data on the relationship between
agricultural and nonagricultural growth as unavailability of important data
(for example, for the small- and medium-size enterprises stimulated by agricultural
growth) or complex lags in response to the various stimuli [14]. From the latter
perspective, the use of vector autoregressive methodology is an obvious choice.
Our empirical approach consists of two steps. First, we estimate impulse response
functions and variance decompositions using a structural vector autoregressive
(SVAR) model. Second, some robustness tests are conducted with an alternative
measure of the exchange rate effects.
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Our specification of the SVAR includes monthly data on agricultural
production (agrot), industrial output (indt), nominal effective exchange rate (et),
and world food prices (pfoodt) (Fig. 1). Agricultural production has been on
a steady upward trend till the beginning of 2014, with a sharp drop in production
since then. There are two structural shifts in industrial output in 2008-2009 and
2014 which coincide with two large devaluations at these periods of time.
Consequently, a dummy variable is used to control for the effects of the 2008−2009
world financial crisis and economic turbulence of 2014. As logarithmic
transformation is meant to improve the fit, it is justified on the ground of a standard
production function like the Cobb-Douglas model as well.
The use of a VAR addresses the potential endogeneity between the variables.
For instance, while it is possible for agricultural production to impact Ukraine’s
industrial output, it is not ruled out that causality is running the opposite way. It is
also likely that both variables respond to changes in exchange rate.
Comparing with the conventional Cholesky decomposition results which
depend on the ordering of the variables, specification of the structural model allows
for a more precise identification of causal links. For example, a two-way causality
between agricultural and industrial sectors can be accounted for in order to test
contradicting predictions of competitive two-sector growth models.
Assuming infinite vector moving average representation of
A0 X t = A( L) X t −1 + Bε t , the reduced-form of the VAR model is as follows:

X t = A0−1 A( L) X t −1 + A0−1 Bε t = C ( L) X t −1 + u t ,

(2)

where Xt is a N × 1 vector of the endogenous variables, A(L) is a polynomial
variance-covariance matrix, L is the lag operator, C(L) is a matrix representing the
relationship between lagged endogenous variables, εt is a N × 1 vector of normally
distributed, serially uncorrelated and mutually orthogonal white noise disturbances,
and ut is N × 1 vector of normally distributed shocks that are serially uncorrelated
but could be contemporaneously correlated with each other.
The specification of our SVAR is as follows (in terms of the contemporaneous
innovations):
pfood = u1 ,
(3)
agro = a1 pfood + a2ind + u2 ,
(4)
(5)
e = b1 pfood + b2 agro + u3 ,
(6)
ind = c agro + c e + u ,
1

2

4

All variables in equations (3)─(6) represent the first stage VAR residuals. It is
assumed that innovations to the world food prices are contemporaneously
uncorrelated with innovations to other variables (equation (3)). Agricultural
production is affected by the world food prices and industrial output (equation (4)).
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The former link reflects the realities of export-oriented agricultural sector while the
latter relates Ukraine’s agricultural production with domestic industrial output.
While it is quite natural to assume a positive relationship between agricultural
production and world good prices ( a1 > 0 ), the relation to industrial output is rather
ambiguous ( a2 <> 0 ), as it is implied by competitive theoretical models.
An exchange rate is a function of either world food prices or agricultural
production (equation (5)). As higher value for agricultural exports should
contribute to the supply of foreign exchange, an increase in agricultural production
is expected to strengthen the demand for domestic currency thus reinforcing
a tendency for the exchange rate appreciation ( b1 , b2 < 0 ).
Finally, industrial output is a function of agricultural production and shocks to
a nominal (real) exchange rate (equation (6)). Both relationships are not clear
( c1 , c2 <> 0 ), being dependent on country-specific characteristics. For example,
production in agricultural and industrial sectors can be complementary if the
former provides inputs for the latter, but the link is likely to be of the opposite sign
if both sectors compete for financial resources. If industrial output depends on
imported inputs of different kind (petroleum, chemicals, fertilizers, seeds etc.),
the depreciation of the exchange rate is almost certainly to be restrictionary;
otherwise an opposite outcome is more likely.
For computational purposes, EViews 6.1 program is used. We include eight
lags into the SVAR model, as suggested by the Akaike criterion. Although there
might be some concerns about nonstationarity of industrial output and exchange
rate series, using sufficient number of lags to remove serial correlation and make
the errors I(0) used to be enough for the purpose of impulse response analysis.
As the unit root tests indicate stationarity of residuals, thus minimal requirements
of adequacy are met. It is worth noting that the information in levels is not lost, as
it would have been the case with first differencing the time series.
4. Empirical results and discussion
Impulse responses functions that show the predictable response of each
variable after a shock to another variable in the system are presented in Fig. 2.
Table 1 reports the portion of the forecast error variance decomposition (FEVD) in
the endogenous variable at different forecast horizons that is attributable
to innovations in other variables (the dominant shock is in bold type). Shocks to
world food prices are corrected over half a year period. Although impulse response
functions suggest some relations with Ukraine’s agricultural and industrial outputs,
the portion of both variables in FEVD is rather small. However, the direction of
agrot and indt effects on world food prices is consistent with the pattern of sectoral
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spillovers. As increase in the Ukraine’s agricultural production is supposed to put
a downward pressure on the world food prices, just the opposite is likely to hold for
industrial output effects assuming a substitution between foreign and domestic
demand for agricultural goods.
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Figure 2. Impulse response functions
Note: the solid line is the point estimate, while the dotted lines represent a two-standard error
confidence band around this point estimate
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As suggested by the impulse response analysis, there is complementarity
between agricultural production and industrial output, but it is observed against the
backdrop of a transitory adverse effect of industrial output shocks upon agriculture.
The decline in agricultural production could be a consequence of the relocation of
investments in favor of the industry. Industrial output shocks explain 50 to 33
percent of variation in the agricultural production. The influence of shocks to
agriculture upon industrial output is even stronger, with weights ranging from 58
percent to 36 percent at three and eighteen month horizons respectively.
Table 1. Forecast error variance decomposition
Impulses
World food prices
(pfood)

Agricultural
production (agro)

Nominal effective
exchange rate (e)

Industrial
output (ind)

Responses
pfood
agro
e
ind
pfood
agro
e
ind
pfood
agro
e
ind
pfood
agro
e
ind

3
95
0
3
2
2
11
37
50
3
1
77
19
13
58
18
10

Forecast horizons
6
12
83
69
3
15
8
8
6
8
12
25
14
12
32
29
41
34
3
8
1
12
84
70
12
10
12
35
49
34
22
18
16
13

18
62
18
11
9
27
13
28
33
9
15
66
11
34
36
19
14

As expected, higher world food prices contribute to an increase in agricultural
production with several month lag but this effect is gradually phased out
approximately in a year. On impact, industrial output increases, then declines
gradually over about half a year to the minimum response, and finally recovers to
its initial level. Our SVAR estimates suggest a rather complicated sectoral pattern
of foreign price effects in the Ukraine’s economy. It is interesting that contribution
of the world food prices to the conditional variance of the agricultural production is
lower if compared with their contribution to changes in the industrial output, 2 to
27 percent against 13 to 34 percent, respectively.
There is an asymmetrical response of agricultural and industrial sectors to
exchange rate shocks. Exchange rate depreciation is likely to have a transitory
contractionary effect on agricultural production while there is a clear positive
impact upon industrial output, although the response is not significant in the long
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run. Exchange rate shocks account for about 37 to 28 percent of the variation in
Ukraine’s agricultural production at different time horizons and about 20 percent of
variation in industrial output. Our findings are very much in line with those for
African countries [9; 13] and point to a greater role of supply shocks in the short
run. Among other factors, this might partially explain the slowdown in agricultural
production that has been observed since the beginning of 2014 (Fig. 1).
Among other results, a shock in the world food prices is associated with an
immediate short-lived depreciation of the exchange rate which is followed by a six
month-long period of gradual weakening of the impulse response. However, the
response function starts to decline steeply for the following five months, reaching
maximum of the exchange rate appreciation around the 11th month. The response to
an agricultural production shock shows a similar pattern. It is likely that a favorable
world price shock is associated initially with a higher demand for foreign exchange
in order to buy imported supplies necessary for the expansion of agricultural
production in expectation of higher export receipts. If combined both world food
prices and agricultural production account for 20 to 24 percent of exchange rate
variance at twelve and eighteen month horizons.
In order to check the robustness of abovementioned results, we replaced
a nominal exchange rate with the real exchange rate. Results suggest that the
pattern of exchange rate effects on agricultural and industrial outputs is identical
(Fig. 3). There is a difference between two indicators of exchange rate in that the
real exchange rate seems to converge to long-run neutrality at the initial level while
a nominal exchange rate stabilizes at a lower steady-state level. Both nominal and
real exchange rates initially overshoot in response to a depreciation shock
suggesting some nominal inertia in the Ukraine’s economy. Other impulse
responses are quite similar to those in Fig. 2, thus providing some extra support for
robustness of empirical results.
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Figure 3. Impulse response functions for exchange rate effects

As expected, the use crisis dummy variable reveals that the 2008−2009 world
financial crisis and similar developments in 2014 had contributed to a depreciation
of the exchange rate and a decline in industrial output. At the same time, it is worth
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noting that crisis developments seem to be neutral in respect to agricultural
production. Consequently, it is possible to argue that the agriculture has had
a stabilizing role in the Ukraine’s economy, in addition to its stimulating effect on
industrial output.
6. Conclusions
Overall the analysis allows clearly identify the pattern of relationships between
agricultural and industrial sectors in Ukraine. There is a short-lived crowding out
of agriculture by industrial output while there is a favourable and more persistent
causality running from the former to the latter. For agricultural production, the
fraction of variance decomposition which can be attributed to industrial output,
gradually declines from 50 to 33 percent. On the other hand, shocks to agriculture
explain 58 to 36 percent of variance decomposition in industrial output. From
a policy perspective, the results suggest that agriculture-supporting policies should
be productive in the industrialization context either. Both sectors – agricultural and
industrial – are influenced by the world food prices but in a different way. On the
whole, growth in the Ukraine’s agriculture seems to be significantly foreign
demand driven.
Exchange rate effects are not homogeneous across agricultural and industrial
sectors suggesting different sector-specific relative price mechanisms. Exchange
rate depreciation is restrictionary for agriculture while being expansionary for
industry. It is likely that growth in both agriculture and industry contributes to the
exchange rate appreciation (both shocks explain between 20 and 25 percent of
variance of exchange rate on the aggregate). The impulse response analysis
suggests also that a surge in the world food prices is another factor behind
strengthening of the exchange rate. Realignments of a nominal exchange rate are
inertial, with a new steady-state being obtained approximately in a year.
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Application of supporting business-related decision making processes through
the use of information systems is becoming one of the fundamental requirements of
the market competition. In this paper we present a survey of Business Intelligence
(BI) models which can be implemented in Microsoft SQL Server environment. The
survey is a response to the rapid development of BI solutions as they enter new areas
of company’s activities, adopting new technologies. Business Intelligence systems
have become an integral part of every major company. The aim of this analysis is to
present the Microsoft SQL Server capabilities, functionalities and services dedicated
for the BI purposes. The overview is provided with simple comprehensive analysis
of selected environment components indicating their relevance to the particular
company requirements. The summary of the significance of using Microsoft SQL
Server software is the review of selected services.
Keywords: Business Intelligence, E-business, Data Mining, Data Warehouse,
Analytical Processing

1. Introduction
The massive and continuous increase of the amount and variety of data which
is available online can be observed day by day. The significant changes are taking
place in the processes of creating, saving and storing data, documents, files etc.
In the same time, various types of highly distributed users are generating thousands
of terabytes of extra data of different types by mobile devices, social portals,

cameras and many others. All those information have to be then safely stored with
the fast, easy and secured access. Such data growth and requirements has led to one
of the most challenging research issues of the recent years and become one of the
biggest problems of today’s companies and organizations. Even assuming that the
concerns are able to collect data from all channels and clients, technological layers
and business processes, they do not know how to transform that precious
information into actionable strategies [10]. Companies hire many specialists and
analysts whose role is to support making aware business decisions. Based on the
stored data the specialists help to answer many business questions for example:
how many products were sold in n-specific cities/countries last month as opposed
to the same month last year. Find the top/bottom distributors, vendors, customers,
partners, or clients etc. Answering those kinds of questions would be very hard if
not the special, dedicated analytics tools.
To simplify this kind of analysis the Microsoft SQL Server 2014 offers
a number of brilliant solutions and services [2]. Microsoft’s technology helps to
organize huge business databases and supports Business Intelligence [4]. With the
2014 release some breakthrough solutions are introduced, such as in-memory
tables, which help companies deal with the mountains of data. Through the years
SQL Server has grown and changed a lot, but at its core, it is still a reliable and
hardened technology which forms the foundation of Microsoft’s BI platform.
The Business Intelligence concept is presented in the following section.
Then the short analysis of the three, selected Microsoft’s services is described in
section 3. The analysis of the services is provided together with the description of
the technology they use. The last, fourth section concludes the conducted analysis.
2. Business Intelligence
"Business Intelligence (BI)" [11] can be used for definition of intelligent
future generation
technologies, applications and implementations for the
collection, presentation of business information, analysis and integration [6].
The main aim of BI is a support of the business-related decision making processes fundamentally BI systems are data-driven Decision Support Systems (DDS) [12].
BI services, technologies and models became recently important, popular and
useful in the whole wide business sector. Creating eye-catching visualizations,
graphs and tables is much easier and faster for companies than spending many hours
working on difficult and limited Office documents. Another benefit of using BI
technologies is that it continuously develops in order to cover more intuitive and
interactive data. According to [5] "By 2015, 'smart data discovery', which includes
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natural-language query, automated, prescriptive advanced analytics and interactive
data discovery capabilities, will be the most in-demand BI platform user experience
paradigm, enabling mainstream business consumers to get insights (such as clusters,
predictions, outliers and anomalies) from data". Simple characteristics of
fundamental BI functionalities are presented in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Business Intelligence Concept

Types of Business Intelligence Software
The main aim of the Business Intelligence solutions is to grasp the most
valuable remarks, based on the measurable data received from the data source,
in order to improve the decision making process. Usually, the best solutions, gather
the data from the whole company, and provide them to the users in the form of predefined reports and analysis. Different patterns have their own designed
characteristics including visualizations, statistics, predictive analysis, data mining
and data warehousing [9]. In the term of BI the following three primary models are
considered:
1. ETL (Extract, Transform and Load)
2. Data Warehouses
3. OLAP (OnLine Analytical Processing).
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The first feature, apparently simple ETL, comes with some extraordinary set
of attributes, e.g. it loads transformed data which derivers from different sources
(SAP, Microsoft, Oracle etc) to the warehouse, so it can be referenced in the future.
Nowadays, the extracting process can take place from many sources including
CRM and ERP systems as a conjunction process. Finally, the valuable data is
transformed in formats that are coherent with some different data. When
concerning Data Warehouses (DW) things become more complicated, as the
warehouse duty is to drag out data from many, various sources, which are ERP and
CRM systems along with the supply chain management. Special design of DW
enables to complete complex analysis processes. The primary difference between
DW and operating systems (OS), which role is to support day-to-day activities, is
that they manage enormous volumes of features and transactions. The user should
be aware that the OS has very limited capabilities and usually does not have all the
data required to perform its operations. The main idea of creating DW was to
handle huge volumes of data processing. Usually they are built on the Relational
Database Management Systems (RDBMS) or some specific platforms.
The importance of OnLine Analytical Processing (OLAP) is at the same level
as the ETL, however both refer to radically different processes [3]. OLAP focuses
on data visualizations, diagrams and tables, but also come with in-depth functions
like schemas or cubes, which represent data. Moreover, with no doubts, cubes are
the most important parts of the whole system, which offer infinite combinations.
They are able to process complex queries and still perform well, providing fast
responses.
3. Microsoft SQL Server 2014
Microsoft SQL Server was first released in 1989 as SQL Server 1.0, and
served as Microsoft’s entry to the business-level database market, competing
against the leaders such as Oracle or IBM. Through the next decade it developed
and in 1999 released version 7.0 which already supported OLAP solutions. Besides
the commercial licenses, Microsoft provides also a free edition copy, which can be
developed for any purposes (including commercial). However, those free releases
have some restrictions and for example up to version 2000 (8.0) the graphical tools
for the database management were not available and there was a limit number of
the connections to the database. Since version 2005 (9.0) the constraints changed
dramatically, and the free copy can be downloaded with user-friendly graphic
interface with no connection limits, but SQL Agent service is no longer available
and the effectiveness of the SQL server itself is limited, by reduction the RAM
usage. The development process of MS SQL Server is presented in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2. Microsoft SQL Server Evalution Process
Source: http://www.datanami.com/

The data management and analysis technologies included in the Microsoft
SQL Server 2014 environment are best presented in Fig 3. Comprehensive and
enterprise-scale analytic solutions can be created with great variety of different
functionalities provided by individual service.

Figure 3. Microsoft SQL Server 2014 components
Source: https://technet.microsoft.com/

The three, featured services, described in this paper are Analysis Services,
Reporting Services and Integration Services. Those services are dedicated Business
Intelligence tools, designed to scale the BI models, enrich and help secure the
companies data, and ensure quality and accuracy.
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3.1. Microsoft Analysis Services
Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services (SSAS) [8] were designed to provide
and ensure unique effectiveness and scalability to support applications, which
operate over millions of data records and which are used by thousands of users.
This innovative, consolidated tools help to improve programmer’s performance and
results in better projects and shorter implementation time. A standard Analysis
Services lifecycle consists of creating an OLAP or tabular data model, deploying
the model as a database to an Analysis Services instance, processing the database
to load the data in, and setting the permissions to enable data access. Finally, this
multi-purpose data model is open for any client applications, which support
Analysis Services as the data source. There are two individual approaches in
Analysis Services for data modeling, namely Tabular and Multidimensional and
Data Mining. As they have a lot in common, there are also significant differences
which former moves and decisions will depend on. Both modes are described in
details in following sections of this paper.
3.1.1. Multidimensional model
When installing the Microsoft SQL Server Analysis the Multidimensional
instance [13] is the default server mode. This approach is based on the concept of
OLAP (OnLine Analytical Processing) modeling (e.q. cubes and dimensions) for
analyzing business data in many dimensions and it includes a query and calculation
engine to balance performance with scalable data requirements. Furthermore,
achieving good performance of ad hoc queries against business data is the main
reason for choosing Multidimensional model. Cubes are created to support fast
response times and to ensure a single data source for business reporting.
Considering the growing importance of business intelligence at all levels of an
organization, having a single source of analytical data ensures that divergences are
reduced to a minimum, if not eliminated entirely. Analysis Services
Multidimensional databases can be easily integrated with Reporting Services
reports, Excel Sheets or any other BI applications supplied by Microsoft and thirdparty apps.
3.1.2. Tabular model
The second mode in which SSAS can be build up is called Tabular, and is
based on relational modeling concepts like tables and relationships for data
modeling. Tabular approach uses the in-memory database model [7] which idea is
to store the data that used to be stored on disk in the memory. Such solution is both
memory-optimized and free of the traditional bottlenecks from locks and latches
that traditional databases used to manage concurrent activity. Applying into
Tabular model the innovative compression algorithms and multi-threaded query
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processor, the xVelocity in-memory analytics engine provides quick access to the
model objects and data from client reporting solutions and applications e.g.
Microsoft Excel. The model supports two data access modes namely Cached mode
and DirectQuery mode. The first allows user to integrate data from various sources
including relational databases and flat text files. DirectQuery mode permits client
applications to direct queries at the (SQL Server relational) source, by omitting the
in-memory model.
3.1.3. Multidimensional vs. Tabular
Both, Tabular and Multidimensional approaches provide high performance
analytic databases which can be simply integrated with Reporting Services reports,
Excel Sheets or any other BI applications supplied by Microsoft and third-party
apps [14]. To put it straight the solutions differ in the way they are created, used
and deployed but the final result is the same for both and it is a standalone database
which can be integrated in any client application supporting Analysis Services.
The more detailed summary of feature availability at the model level is presented
in table 1. This short features comparison best shows the capabilities of the server
modes.
Table 1. Microsoft SQL Server 2014 features
Multidimensional

Tabular

Actions

Yes

No

Aggregation objects

Yes

No

Calculated Measures

Yes

Yes

Custom Assemblies

Yes

No

Custom Rollups

Yes

No

Distinct Count

Yes

Yes (via DAX)

Drillthrough

Yes

Yes

Hierarchies

Yes

Yes

KPIs

Yes

Yes

Linked measure groups

Yes

No

Many-to-many relationships

Yes

No

Parent-child Hierarchies

Yes

Yes (via DAX)

Partitions

Yes

Yes

Perspectives

Yes

Yes

Semi-additive Measures

Yes

Yes (via DAX)

Translations

Yes

No

User-defined Hierarchies

Yes

Yes

Writeback

Yes

No
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3.2 Microsoft Reporting Services
Other Business Intelligence solution provided in Microsoft SQL Server is
SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS) [15]. The service enables users to transmit
accurately chosen and modeled data to business teams in reports and dashboards.
It can be either a simple diagram send by email every day or very complex realtime dashboard embedded in a SharePoint webpage. SSRS comes with great
variety of ready-to-use tools and services to create, develop, and manage reports in
the companies. Moreover, it includes APIs which enable developers to integrate or
expand data and report processing in client applications. The service is a serverbased reporting platform completely integrated with SQL Server tools and other
services. Reporting Services tools also work within Microsoft Visual Studio
programming platform. The sample report created with SSRS is presented in Fig 4.

Figure 4. Sample SQL Server Reporting Services report

Reporting Services allow creating all kind of reports (including tabular,
graphical, interactive etc.) from all types of data sources such as multidimensional,
relational or XML files. Furthermore, many different extra components, such as
maps, charts and diagrams, can be included in the reports as well. Finally, prepared
report can be then published, accessed on-demand or schedule in report processing.
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There is also a wide range of viewing and exporting formats e.g. through a Webbased or desktop application, SharePoint site or simply export to Microsoft Excel
file. An additional benefit of SSRS is consolidated management through
SharePoint Central Administration, which enables reporting capabilities for all
employees that operate on data through a single point of administration.
3.3. Microsoft Integration Services
Microsoft’s SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) role is to handle the task
of getting data into and out of almost any data store in organization, including flat
files, SQL databases, and even webservices and legacy midframes. SSIS is
a platform for building enterprise-level data integration and data transformation
solutions [1]. The main task of the service is to deal with complicated business
problems by making copies or downloading files, sending proper messages as the
answer to specific events, modifying data warehouses, cleaning and mining data,
and managing SQL Server components and data. The service can work in standalone instance or together with other packages depending on the business
requirements. It includes a wide variety of built-in tasks and transformations, tools
for creating packages and a service responsible for running and managing
packages. SSIS enable extracting and transforming data from many different
sources like XML and flat files, relational data bases, and then loading the data to
desired destinations. For those who are not familiar with programming Integration
Services offer graphical tools for creating solutions without writing a single line of
code. Of course, there is also something for more advanced users that enables to
program extensive object model to create packages programmatically.
4. Conclusions
The paper characterized the key functionalities of the services and tools
provided in Microsoft SQL Server 2014 to help to identify the potential users.
Of course the probable usage of the described services will vary on the need and
requirements of particular business. With so many products to choose from, it is
essential to begin with a solid grasp of the team’s needs and then make a research
to select the software that meets them.
Each of the services from the MS SQL Server package has some worth
mentioning features. SSRS leverages the underlying SQL and SSAS layers to
enable analysts to write reports without becoming technical experts. The service
allows creating high precision, ideal operational reports for organizations and
embedding them in enterprise applications. Then, the SSIS is maybe not the most
smashing member of the package, but it is crucial for moving data from one point
to another.
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As there is a strong competition in the database providers market, Microsoft
decided to follow the three, main targets to stay in the business. The first one is to
keep the current customers and prospect and provide them the easiest possible
migration path. The second, wider target is a client who intends to build largerscale system-of-record than it was possible with Microsoft solutions until now and
in the same time to keep the development and administrative processes and the
system management technology. The last group is those who are creating systems
and applications for the Internet of Things. These customers demand a single allpurpose vendor to build, test and support a complete data platform based on a solid
technology which is well known in the enterprise.
Microsoft SQL Server 2014 provides 30 times faster transaction processing
by enhancing the in-memory performance and enables creating great business
analysis with 100 times faster querying and data compression than the disk-based
relational databases. It is also possible to process millions of rows of data analyzed
per second what allows real-time analysis. Although there are lots of advantages of
the SQL Server package it is not the answer to every need. As it is hardened and
developed technology it is not designed to handle the volume, velocity and variety
of data required by the largest online services like Facebook or Google. Microsoft
is heading in the direction of similar but perhaps smaller systems as well as
supporting the demands of the Internet of Things.
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CAPABILITIES OF MATLAB AND SIMULINK RELATED TO
MODELLING OF POLISH POWER EXCHANGE
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The paper presents selected results of research on modelling a system of the
POLISH Power Exchange in the MATLAB and Simulink environment. Modelling
capabilities of various toolboxes and Matlab language were presented. Special
attention was paid to identification modelling using System Identification Toolbox,
neural modelling using Neural Network Toolbox and simulation modelling using
Simulink. Research experiments were preformed based on the Day Ahead Market
quotations. The obtained models of th type in SIT, an artificial neural network
(ANN) in NNT and a block diagram in Simulink were subjected to comparative and
sensitivity tests. Final results were interpreted.
Keywords: Artificial Neural Network, Identification, MATLAB and Simulink
Environment, Polish Power Exchange, simulation, the Day Ahead Market

1. Introduction
MATLAB and Simulink offer numerous alternatives as regards modelling
systems and processes, which involves using, i.a. Matlab language, and appropriate
toolboxes (MATLAB and Simulink environment in version R2015b contains 83
toolboxes available for purchase for commercial uses (Source: MathWorks
company [14]) such as, e.g. Simulink (SIM) – analytical and simulation modelling,
etc., Neural Network Toolbox (NNT) – neural modelling, Control System Toolbox
(CST) – control modelling, Fuzzy Logic Toolbox (FLT) – fuzzy modelling,

Optimization Toolbox (OT) – evolutionary modelling, Mapping Toolbox (MT) –
geographic modelling, Image Processing Toolbox (IPT) – image modelling, etc.
articular attention was paid to identification, as well as neural and simulation
modelling, which complement analytical modelling wherever it is not possible to
establish phenomenological relationships or laws governing systems, processes or
phenomena. Due to the fact that within the Towarowa Giełda Energii S.A.
[Eng. Polish Power Exchange joint-stock company] (TGE S.A.) it is possible to
distinguish a system of Power Exchange (TGE) where electrical power (ep) is
purchased and sold as a commodity and TGE system development that involves
changes in the structure and parameters of the system, numerical data for the Day
Ahead Market (DAM), with quotations 24 or 48 hours prior to electrical power
delivery were used to illustrate capabilities of selected toolboxes.
When modelling TGE from the DAM perspective, a few factors ought to be
considered, which factors include the specificity of the electrical power market
resulting from physical characteristics of the EP system operation, including the
need to continuously balance supply and demand, yearly, weekly and daily
seasonality, i.e. cyclical trends in hourly, daily, monthly, quarterly, yearly, etc.
price fluctuations, price tendency to return to a mean value following trends,
seasonality, sharp increases and decreases in prices caused by unpredictable events,
e.g. failures in power plants, sudden reconfigurations of distribution network,
unpredictable weather changes, discrete changes in demand for electrical energy
and power, etc. Numerical data related to TGE functioning describe the following:
as regards the inputs to the system – total supplied volume of electrical power in
each hour of the 24-hour day [kWh], and as regards the outputs of the system –
obtaining average price for electrical power sold in each hour of the 24-hour day
[PLN/kWh].
Based on the numerical data, appropriate models of development were created
in MATLAB and Simulink environment (Numerous other environments are also
available, e.g. MATHEMATICA, STATISTICA, SAP, SAS, etc.) and such
toolboxes oriented towards TGE system modelling as, i.a., System Identification
Toolbox (identification modelling), Neural Network Toolbox (neural modelling)
and Simulink (simulation modelling). MATLAB and Simulink environment
includes toolboxes which are continuously developed and updated by and
American company MathWorks. There is also a very useful environment for
modelling systems, produced by a Polish company AITECH. This environment
named SPHINX contains i.a. NEURONIX for modeling artificial neural networks
and PC SHELL for modeling expert systems [6−13].
In the case of TGE, the aim of modelling is to obtain a model of development
of a system of power exchange (PE), in which average prices of electrical power
for each hour of the 24-hour day are input streams, and a total volume of electrical
power supplied in each hour of the 24-hour day are output streams. Analysis of
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literature shows that there are no works available on using MATLAB and Simulink
environment for modelling TGE development as a technical-economic system
[1−5, 13]. On the other hand, one may observe a growing demand for TGE system
modelling methods, especially, from the point of view of development
of replacement block diagrams for testing sensitivity and for the purpose of
simulation research, including forecasting research [6−8]. For the reasons
mentioned above, TGE system (and TGE S.A. as a trade law entity) is of interest to
both practice and science. However, results of analysis related to MATLAB and
Simulink environment capabilities as regards selection of system development
modelling methods have not been published so far. It not only applies to MATLAB
and Simulink environment but also to the object of research in this work, namely
TGE in the DAM area.
2. Modelling of systems in MATLAB and Simulink environment
The main aim of generally understood technical-economic systems modelling
is simplification of complex reality that allows for finding laws governing the
object, including technical and economic laws, and, creating a mathematical model
of the system based on these laws. Therefore, in this respect, systems modelling
process, called analytical modelling, comes down to determining mathematical
dependencies between input and output quantities.
EP system modelling, in analytical respect, is an extremely complex task that
requires broad knowledge of mathematics, economy, computer science, power
sector, and even power policy of the State. Also, such factors as: fuel prices,
trading emissions of greenhouse gases and characteristic features of power market,
which include lack of possibility to store power, necessity to balance supply and
consumption of power, a natural monopoly of major operators on the market,
demand seasonality, etc. ought to be considered. Such approach as regards TGE
does not bring the expected results. Generally, the obtained models are inadequate
and do not reflect the reality. For these reasons, other methods of modelling are
being sought, including methods of identification, neural and simulation modelling,
etc. Identification modelling involves searching for a mathematical model of the
system based on numerical values of input and output quantities, and neural
modelling involves designing an artificial neural network (ANN) and teaching it
a system model. Another approach towards modelling process is simulation
modelling that involves using Simulink environment for creating replacement
block diagrams of systems [8]. At present, due to huge amounts of data, modelling
process ought to be preceded by cluster analysis, etc. that involves initial
preparation of data for further processing.
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The most important types of files available in MATLAB environment
include: m-files (*.m), mex-files (np. *.dll) and mat-files (*.mat). There are two
types of m-files in MATLAB environment, namely, script m-files (commands
written in a file are all called by a single command) and function m-file (a program
written in the Matlab language function form (it also contains commands).
Mex-files (abbreviation from Matlab EXecutable) allow for compilation of
programs written in C or Fortran in MATLAB environment (mex command in
order to obtain a dynamically loading library – *.dll files). Other types of files
useful for modelling are mat-files (*.mat) written to an ASCII text file with any
name or to a binary file with *.mat extension as temporary or final results
of calculations and files that contain figures – *.fig.
3. Identification modelling of TGE using SIT and CST
Identification of TGE system was performed in MATLAB and Simulink
environment using numerical data available for the DAM [6-7]. 24 input values
(one for each hour of the 24-hour day) related to the volume of supplied electrical
power [kWh] and 24 output values related to the average value of electrical energy
in each hour of the 24-hour day were assumed (fig. 1). Numerical data used for the
purpose of identification related to individual hours of the 24-hour day in the
period of 1st January 2013 to 31st December 2015 (730 training pairs; identification
was performed for Multi Input Single Output (MISO) models for 24 input
quantities and one output for hour 13.00-14.00 [15].
Different structures of models, i.e. with various degree of polynomials Aj(q)
and Bi(q) were obtained for different values of parameters of arx discrete models
(na, nb and nk). In this way, as a result of performed identification experiments,
24 discrete parametric ARX models (AutoRegressive with Exogenous Input) of
MISO type in the form of th matrix were obtained [9-13] in MATLAB and
Simulink environment (fig. 2) with the structure presented below:

A j ( q ) ⋅ y j ( t ) = Bi ( q ) ⋅ ui ( t ) + ei ( t ),

(1)

where Aj(q) and Bi(q) are polynomials of the following form:

A j ( q) = 1 + a j1 ⋅ q −1 + a j 2 ⋅ q −2 + ... + a jna ⋅ q − na ,
Bi ( q) = bi 0 + bi1 ⋅ q −1 + bi 2 ⋅ q −2 + ... + binb ⋅ q − nb− nk ,

(2)

with:
yj(t) – j-th output variable (average price in j-th hour),
ui(t) – i-th input variable (total volume of electrical power in j-th hour),
ei(t) – sequence of values of i-th noise (white noise), q – time shift operator,
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na, nb, nk – identification parameters, na – degree of a polynomial A(q),
nb – degree of a polynomial B(q) and nk – time lag between the output and the
input, respectively.
An example of a MISO model obtained for 24 inputs (volume of electrical
power supplied in each hour of the 24-hour day) and for a single output in the form
of average value of electrical power for hour 13.00-14.00 has arx44 form (fig. 2):
24

A1 ( q ) ⋅ y1 (t ) = ∑ Bi ( q ) ⋅ ui (t ) + e (t ),
where:

(3)

i =1

A( q) = 1 − 0.5969 ⋅ q −1 − 0.08548 ⋅ q −2 − 0.1389 ⋅ q −3 − 0.04357 ⋅ q −4 ,
B1(q) = −0.008521⋅ q −1 − 0.006249 ⋅ q −2 + 0.01497 ⋅ q −3 − 0.0148 ⋅ q −4 ,
B 2( q) = −0.008521⋅ q −1 − 0.006249 ⋅ q − 2 + 0.01497 ⋅ q − 3 − 0.0148 ⋅ q − 4 ,
.............................................................................................................
B 24( q) = −0.06017 ⋅ q −1 − 0.006569 ⋅ q − 2 − 0.02453⋅ q − 3 + 0.068 ⋅ q − 4 ,
q – time shift operator.
As a result of identification the following were obtained: a polynomial A(q) with
the degree na = 4, a polynomial B(q) with the degree nb = 4, and time lag between
the output and the input – nk = 1. Thus, a parametric model has arx141 form.
Control System Toolbox (CST) is coupled with SIT, as a vast library of programs
that facilitate, i.a. modelling and analysis of control systems, including model
transformations:
[A, B, C, D] = th2ss(th) – from parametric to state form,
[A, B, C, D] = tf2ss(l,m) – from rational to state form,
[l,m] = ss2tf(A,B,C,D) – from state to rational form,
[z,p,k] = tf2zp(l,m) – from rational to zero-pole form,
[l,m] = zp2tf(z,p,k) – from zero-pole to rational form,
[A, B, C, D] = zp2ss(z,p,k) – from zero-pole to state form,
[z,p.k] = ss2ap(A,B,C,D) – from state to zero-pole form.
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START

Step 1: Data Input to
Workspace
Input and output data are input as data
on the matrix structure th
Step 2: Data Import to Sysem Identification Toolbox
The data file to identify
Step 3: Initial processing of the measurement data (eg.
Removing the constant component, trend, data filtering,
etc.) And the validation of measurement data

Step 4: Selecting a method for parametric identification
(eg. The algorithm arx) and perform estimation

Step 5. Analysis of the resulting model.

The chosen method of
identification, for example. arx,
armax, ar, bj, etc.

Step 6: The decision to
adopt the structure of the
model / identification
methods
Step10: Setting new conditions for
the identification
Step 7: Analysis of the correctness of the identification
on the basis of a model (eg. Stability analysis model)

Step 8: Exports gained model to Workspace

Step 9. The decision to
change the period of
identification

Step 11. Catalog printing models structured th

End

Figure 1. Block diagram of the process of parametric identification TGEE.
Symbols: th - a matrix of theta structure containing the results of identification. Source: [8]
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Figure 2. Graphs of the output quantity for the model and the system for hour 13-14
for a MISO model for data related to TGE, for the period of 1st January 2013 to 31st
December 2014 (730 days). Denotations in the text. Source: Author’s own compilation in
MATLAB environment

Examples of the obtained models, based on th matrices of MISO models of
TGE are presented in table 1. Each form may be discrete or continuous, which
forms are obtained with the help of functions of the following types: d2c() or c2d().
Table 1. Examples of MISO models of TGE created for the DAM. Denotations in the text
Form

Name

Method of obtaining

Mathematical model

th

parametric

Identification in SIT

A(q)y(t)=B(q)u(t)+e(t)

th

parametric

th=ss2th(A,B,C,D)

A(q)y(t)=B(q)u(t)+e(t)

[A,B,C,D]

state

[A,B,C,D]=th2ss(th)

[A,B,C,D]

state

[A,B,C,D]==tf2ss(l,m)

[l,m]

rational

[l,m]=ss2tf(A,B,C,D)

l/m

[z,p,k]

zero-pole

[z,p,k]=tf2zp(l,m)

k(s-z)/(s-p)

[l,m]

rational

[l,m]=zp2tf(z,p,k)

l/m

[A,B,C,D]

state

[A,B,C,D]=zp2ss(z,p,k)

[z,p,k]

zero-pole

[z,p,k]=ss2ap(A,B,C,D)

Source: Author’s own compilation in CST
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dx(t)/dt=Ax(t)+Bu(t)
y(t)=Cx(t)+Du(t)
dx(t)/dt=Ax(t)+Bu(t)
y(t)=Cx(t)+Du(t)

dx(t)/dt=Ax(t)+Bu(t)
y(t)=Cx(t)+Du(t)
k(s-z)/(s-p)

4. Neural modelling of TGE using NNT
Neural modelling was performed in MATLAB and Simulink environment
using NNT. As a result of training process, an ANN as a model of TGE was
obtained based on numerical data for the period of 1st 2013 – 31st December 2014
(2 years). Train, test and validation curves are presented in fig. 3, and provide the
following information, i.a., the ANN learnt the TGE system model after only 4
epochs with the mean squared error (MSE) of 10-4. Finally, the following model of
TGE was obtained in the form presented below:

y ik ( t ) = f i k (net i ),
net ik =

i = n, j =m

∑w u

i =1, j =1

k
ij

k
j

,

( 4)

where:
ui – i-th input of TGE model (volume of power in i-th hour),
yi - i-th output of TGE model (average price of electrical power in i-th hour),
wij – weight between i-th input and j-th neuron of the next layer,
k – number of layer, i – number of output, j – number of input.
In the neural model described by dependence (4), one hidden layer with 24 neurons
was designed. Thus, two weight matrices with dimensions 24 x 24, two bias
vectors with dimensions 24 x 1, and the activation function tansig (sigmoidal
function) were obtained both for the hidden layer and for the output layer. Trainlm
algorithm was used to train the model. Prior to training, numerical data in the train
and test file were normalized.
As fig. 3 shows, the process of training the ANN lasted a relatively short time.
From epoch number thirteen, changes in weights were small, which indicates little
additional learning of the ANN. After teaching the ANN the EPM model based on
the above mentioned quotations on the DAM, a neural model was generated using
gensim() function in the form of Simulink block, which was then used to build
a block diagram in Simulink, for the purpose of simulation and sensitivity tests.
5. Simulation modelling of TGE using Simulink
In order to obtain a simulation model in Simulink, a block diagram was built,
which diagram consisted of an identification model of MIMO type for hour 13-14
and a neural model of MIMO type. The two models were compared with each
other and with real output data for hour 13-14. An example of a simulation model
for hour 13-14 is presented in fig. 4.
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MATLAB and Simulink environment proved user-friendly while performing
simulation experiments that led to testing capabilities of the two models, the
identification and the neural one. Comparison of average prices for hour 13-14
showed that the output from the neural model resembled the real TGE system more
closely than the output from the identification model. Also, it is worth noting that
MATLAB environment provides numerous methods of signal analysis, which
involve using Signal Processing Toolbox and improvement of models, i.a., using
Optimization Toolbox and evolutionary algorithms or Fuzzy Logic Toolbox and
systems and fuzzy numbers.

Figure 3. A training curve for the model of the TGE system for the DAM for the MIMO
model. Denotations in the text
Source: Author’s own compilation in MATLAB and Simulink environment

A simulation model was designed with the help of a block library in Simulink, and
in particular, such blocks (S-functions) as:
From Workspace (reading data from workspace),
To Workspace (writing data to workspace),
Demux (extracting single elements from a signal vector),
SUM (add signals),
Gain (amplifying signals),
Transport Delay (signal delay),
Scope (displaying signals),
Math function (transposing matrices), etc.
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Figure 4. A simulation model of the TGE system for the DAM composed
of, i.a., an identification model and a neural model. Denotations in the text.
Source: author’s own compilation in MATLAB and Simulink

6. Conclusions
The paper does not exhaust all capabilities of MATLAB and Simulink
environment that are significant for modelling TGE for the numerical data for the
DAM. However, it is worth noting that libraries of programs such as Simulink,
System Identification Toolbox, Control System Toolbox, Neural Network Toolbox,
Fuzzy Logic Toolbox, Mapping Toolbox, Optimization Toolbox, Signal Processing
Toolbox, etc. mentioned in this paper, allow for obtaining models both by using
phenomenological dependencies and laws governing processes, identification or
teaching artificial neural networks models of the TGE system and analysing and
testing sensitivity of models as well as using them for simulation research.
System Identification Toolbox proved a convenient tool, especially for
performing parametric identification. The obtained models were susceptible to
parameter improvement using evolutionary algorithms and Optimization Toolbox.
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In turn, Neural Network Toolbox allows for creating various architecture
types of an artificial neural network and subsequent teaching the network the
model of the TGE system. As for fuzzy knowledge, Fuzzy Logic Toolbox may be
used for the purpose of defuzzification and fuzzification of signals used for training
of the ANN. Finally, Simulink allows for building block diagrams composed of,
i.a., blocks of the identification model and the neural model, and their subsequent
use for simulation research and for sensitivity tests of models.
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AGILE METHODOLOGY AS A TOOL FOR REDUCING
INFORMATION ASYMMETRY IN THE IMPLEMENTATION OF
IT PROJECTS COMPLETED ON THE BASIS OF THE
OUTSOURCING STRATEGY
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An excessively high level of information asymmetry between the supplier and
the client occurring during the whole life cycle of an MIS is an important factor
influencing the success of a project. The methods chosen to minimise information
asymmetry in IT projects constitute an important research area which can impact
their successful outcome. The aim of this article is to present research results on the
use of Agile Methodology as a tool for minimising information asymmetry as part of
an IT project completion consisting in a DMS system implementation with the use
of outsourcing. The article may be interesting both for theoreticians of business
informatics and for practitioners specializing in IT project implementation.
Keywords: information asymmetry, IS, IT management support system, IT system
implementation, ERP, Agile Methodology

1. Introduction
The author’s research has shown that amongst IT projects completed in Poland
between 2010 and 2014, the average success rate equalled 61%, which means that on
average 39% of IT projects ended in complete or partial failure [1]. For many years,
researchers in Poland and worldwide have been analysing the factors of success and
the causes of failure in IT projects consisting in MIS implementation. The majority of

them focus on project management, different aspects of project organisation and
technological conditioning. This applies to research conducted by R. Charette [2],
K. Ewusi Mensah [3] and R. Glass [4]. It is also worth pointing towards interesting
articles by Polish researchers: B. Kubiak [5] and A. Korowicki [6], T. Lis and
S. Nowak [7], J. Szych [8], J. Skalik and A. Strzelczyk [9], P. Lech [10], P. Soja [11],
as well as fragments of books dedicated to this subject by J. Kisielnicki and
H. Sroka [12], as well as Z. Czarnacka-Chrobot [13].
The author believes that throughout the years the factors determining the
success of an IT project change and their character has become more nuanced.
It results from many factors, i.e. dynamically changing technology, available
project completion methods, rapidly increasing saturation of IS markets and hypercompetition amongst the suppliers. According to the author, the current research
concerning success factors and the causes of failure in IT implementation projects
completed on the basis of the outsourcing strategy does not sufficiently consider
the influence of new institutional economics, which consists of three theory groups:
the theory of transaction costs, contract theory, and agency theory. These theories
are a key tool in developing the concept of IT outsourcing and should also be used
to explain success factors and the causes of failure in IT implementation projects.
A basic unit in the analysis of agency theory is the agreement, defining the rules of
cooperation between the principal (client) and the agent (supplier). In the research
undertaken, we search for optimal solutions for agreements defining the relations
between the owner-manager and the principal-contractor, considering all the social
and transactional threats described by the transaction cost theory: the self-interest
of both parties, limited rationality, the character of assets and information
asymmetry [14]. Hence, the problem of information asymmetry is a basic concept
in agency theory, which is an element of the new institutional economics.
The phenomenon of information asymmetry also occurs in projects which concern
particularly advanced technology, such as the completion of IT projects consisting
in the implementation of MIS. The author’s research to this date has indicated
information asymmetry between the supplier and the client as a significant success
factor in IT implementation projects [15, 16]. In IT implementation projects
completed on the basis of the outsourcing strategy, both parties have conflicting
goals and interests, i.e. to maximise their profits during the project completion
according to the planned goals and with the lowest cost possible. In the times of
global economic slump from the macroeconomic perspective, as well as
hypercompetition amongst suppliers and clients, the phenomenon of information
asymmetry may intensify and result in a struggle to achieve goals in IT project
implementations. For this reason, the author believes that it is important to take
actions aimed at minimising the level of information asymmetry on IT projects [17]
in order to minimise the markers of complete or total failure. In this article, the
author would like to present the main assumptions concerning the use of the Agile
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Methodology aimed at reducing information asymmetry between the supplier and
the client in an ERP system implementation. The article is part of a cycle of articles
presenting research results concerning the phenomenon of information asymmetry
in IT projects.
2. Agile Methodology
Many methodologies that belong to the Agile group were invented in the
1990s during the growing popularity of iteration in design, and also as a result of
opposition to bureaucracy, mostly linked to completing vast and detailed
documentation. The date considered as the beginning of the “Agile movement” is
the year 2001, when the Agile Manifesto was announced – a document containing
the Agile principles, the criteria allowing for an evaluation whether a given
methodology can be considered Agile, and formulating guidelines for creating
agile methodologies [18]. The Agile Manifesto defined 12 rules of IT project
completion based on the Agile Methodology [19]:
1. “Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer through early and
continuous delivery of valuable software.
2. Welcome changing requirements, even late in development. Agile
processes harness change for the customer's competitive advantage.
3. Deliver working software frequently, from a couple of weeks to a couple of
months, with a preference to the shorter timescale.
4. Business people and developers must work together daily throughout the
project.
5. Build projects around motivated individuals. Give them the environment
and support they need, and trust them to get the job done.
6. The most efficient and effective method of conveying information to and
within a development team is face-to-face conversation.
7. Working software is the primary measure of progress.
8. Agile processes promote sustainable development. The sponsors,
developers, and users should be able to maintain a constant pace
indefinitely.
9. Continuous attention to technical excellence and good design enhances
agility.
10. Simplicity−the art of maximizing the amount of work not done−is
essential.
11. The best architectures, requirements, and designs emerge from selforganizing teams.
12. At regular intervals, the team reflects on how to become more effective,
then tunes and adjusts its behavior accordingly”.
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In projects using Agile Methodology it is assumed that the requirements will
be subject to constant analysis and verification aimed at shaping a flexible and
agile IT infrastructure, directed at achieving an ever higher level of return on
software investment, contributing to further modernisation and perfectioning of
software design in economic and business terms, as well as achieving the highest
business value. In case of projects managed with the use of traditional
methodologies, the requirements of the client – the future user of the system – are
collected at the beginning of the project and treated as unchangeable, defining the
scope of completed work. The completion of software design projects carries
a high risk of failure, which for instance can result from: incomplete requirements
or a change in the project’s scope, the tools used and external components planned
for future use not meeting the expectations, insufficient skills of the project team
members, sudden manifestation of faults in the created software, entailing
unexpected costs, or a loss of key members of the project team [20]. In case of
traditional methodologies, risk management is carried out as one of the elements of
project planning, necessary even before its beginning, in an attempt to identify and
conduct parameterisation of all types of risk. It is difficult, and in most cases
impossible, to complete, just like drawing up a detailed and exhaustive description
of the final product or a full task completion plan at a stage when the project has
not been fully defined. As opposed to the traditional methodologies, Agile
Methodologies treat risk as a type of natural element. This approach assumes that
future risks will be indentified and defined during the iterative phase of project
completion. Iterative work completion allows us to detect and minimise every
emerging risk threatening the project. Agile methodologies do not include
a separate dedicated stage or a set of tasks linked to risk management and possible
threat prevention, or covering the resulting additional costs; they are, however,
prepared to function considering risk, which is treated as natural for software
creation projects [21]. Agile methodologies make the completion of IT projects
based on outsourcing infinitely easier by minimising information asymmetry
between the supplier and the client. In an IT project, a restrictive approach to
completing a project based on a fixed budget may lead to project failure. In the
agreement between the supplier and the client it is assumed that functional
requirements established before the beginning of the IT projects, i.e. at the stage of
negotiating the offer and then the contract, is a sufficient basis for defining the final
product scope in MIS-class software configuration and the detailed delivery plan.
In case of projects of software creation, it is usually at odds with the actual state of
affairs. Clients often consciously choose ready-made software at the stage of
acceptance tests and seeing the ready-made, configured product they are
dissatisfied and unhappy with it. Meanwhile, when we use Agile Methodology,
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the situation is contrary: it assumes permanent communication between the
supplier and the client, mostly based on informal contacts. Is it important that the
project scope completed through Agile Methodology is divided into functionality
groups, the so-called sub-projects. Agile Methodology calls these sub-projects
“sprints”. Figure 1 presents the milestones in the Waterfall Methodology and the
corresponding milestones in the three sprints completed as part of Agile
Methodology.
Project
completion
time

Iterative Waterfall
Methodology

Agile Methodology

Analysis
Design
Implementation
Launch and usage

Sprint 3
Sprint 1

Sprint 2

Stabilisation after
iteration 2

Project scope
Figure 1. A characteristic of two methodologies for managing an IT
implementation project
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The completion of sprints allows for a more effective control of sub-project
results, it is carried out more frequently and applies to a narrower functionality
scope, which makes a smooth completion of the project easier for both parties to
the agreement. To sum up, traditional methodologies assume that before starting
the project, the final plan of the end product and the production work will be
known. If we make this assumption, it is possible to encounter a situation
favourable to increasing information asymmetry between the supplier and the
client, and consequently decrease the chances of successfully completing the
project. Designed budgets may turn out to be incorrect because MIS project
implementations are characterised by a high level of insecurity and correct
evaluation is impossible in many cases. In agile projects, it is treated almost as
a given that the product requirements may change and so progressive estimation is
used. This process takes places gradually and reflects the level of knowledge about
the created software.
3. Research methodology
In his research, the author has used the case study method. The object of
research is a Polish enterprise from the electromechanical industry, specialising in
the production, sale and maintenance of technologically advanced products for
offices. The enterprise implemented an ERP system three years ago and the project
was completed successfully, i.e. project business goals were achieved, the project
was delivered on time or with a small delay and on budget.
The chosen enterprise belongs to the SME group. The aim of the case study is
theory creation linked to reducing information asymmetry between the supplier and
the client in MIS implementation projects completed through outsourcing. In this
article, the author focuses on the client’s perspective in the whole project life cycle,
i.e. from the bidding stage to the use of MIS. As part of case studies analysis,
the author poses the following research question:
What characteristics and important assumptions of Agile Methodology influence
the reduction of information asymmetry between the supplier and the client in an
ERP system implementation?
The choice of the author’s research method – case study – mainly results from two
circumstances [22]:
1. An early stage of knowledge development in the given study area, i.e.
reduction of information asymmetry in IT projects.
2. Recognising the current phenomenon in real conditions.
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4. Research results
Case studies have allowed the author to make the following observations on
an ERP system implementation project. The respondents stressed that before
deciding how to complete an IT project they analysed similar ERP
implementations. During the analysis, the clients stressed that they were prone to a
high level of asymmetry between the supplier’s and the client’s project teams.
The client’s project team indicated that the main elements of information
asymmetry were:
‒
client’s lack of knowledge about Total Cost of Ownership during 4-7 years
and where the cost will come from. The supplier was unable to give credible
information;
‒
client’s insufficient knowledge about the methods of completing an IT
project. Comparing the knowledge about project completion transferred by the
supplier with market information indicated that the supplier’s information was
not complete and not credible;
‒
client’s insufficient knowledge about the functionalities of the implemented
system;
‒
client’s insufficient knowledge about the technological aspects of the
implemented system;
‒
insufficient verification of the information given by the supplier regarding
their level of competence, certificates, etc. In practice, the information given
by the supplier was only partly verifiable.
The respondents indicated three main reasons why they were unable to reduce
information asymmetry during their ERP system implementation:
• lack of specialists with the necessary qualifications amongst their
employees.
• inability to verify the supplier’s information regarding their level of
competence, certificates, etc.
• in the dynamically changing conditions of the current market, it is
practically impossible for the client to fully and completely define their
functional requirements at the stage of the implementation agreement
negotiations, i.e. before sprint 1. Clients’ functional requirements often
change and evolve, resulting amongst other things from the organisation’s
learning curve. Confronting the client’s argument about the inability to
fully and completely define their functional requirements with their limited
ability to obtain information about the functionalities and technology of the
purchased system from the supplier, it is clear that this is the dominant
source of information asymmetry in an IT implementation project.
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This is the reason why the enterprise decided to start the project according to Agile
Methodology. The respondents were particularly interested in implementing and
adapting the following rules of the Agile Manifesto in their ERP implementation
project:
1. Deliver working software frequently, from a couple of weeks to a couple of
months, with a preference to the shorter timescale.
2. Business people and developers must work together daily throughout the
project.
3. The most efficient and effective method of conveying information to and
within a development team is face-to-face conversation.
4. Working software is the primary measure of progress.
5. Continuous attention to technical excellence and good design enhances
agility.
6. At regular intervals, the team reflects on how to become more effective,
then tunes and adjusts its behavior accordingly.
The analysed enterprise decided to divide the implementation project into subprojects, the so-called sprints, according to the functionality scope. After each
sprint, the parties have agreed to have a stabilisation period, as part of which the
supplier will provide post-implementation support. The aim of this stabilisation
period was to fully ensure that the system functions correctly as part of the
implemented functionalities. Table 1 characterises individual sprints. It is
important that sprint 1 includes all the necessary tasks, which will allow it to
complete a basic sub-project, whose functional scope applies to financial and
logistic modules.
Next sprint concerns the completion of the production management
functionality. Comparing the tasks completed between sprint 1 and sprint 2, we can
indicate that in sprint 2 the technological project is no longer being completed, and
the session of implementation planning and the functional analysis adjusted to the
functional scope are being completed to a limited extent.
Research based on the case study method consisted in the completion of
3 interviews with a member of the board, who was fulfilling the function of the
financial director and was responsible for the completion of an ERP system
implementation project. During the interviews, the author identified the following
reasons behind the choice of Agile Methodology for the completion of project
work, dictated by the wish to minimise the high level of information asymmetry in
an ERP implementation project, system functionalities and technological aspects of
the applications:
1. The division of project’s functional scope into sub-projects, the so-called
sprints. The client assumed that they were not able to specify the entire functional
requirement for the implemented system in advance. They believed that the
completion of each individual sprint will allow them to be better prepared for the
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implementation of the tasks. Additionally, the client assumed that their
organisation may not be able to absorb knowledge about the vast functional scope
of the whole implemented system in a brief period of time and that is why the
functional scope should be divided into sub-projects.
Table 1. The characteristic of sprints
Functional scope

Estimated budget for
completion of
individual sprints
Tasks completed as part
of the project

Completion time
Number of employees
In the client’s company
/ number of end users
Stabilization period
Important
characteristics of
agreement settlement
between the supplier
and the client.

Information about
project completion

Sprint 1
General ledger,
managing obligations and
receivables, fixed assets,
bank account
management,
enterprise funds
management,
sales and purchases
management,
warehouse management
EUR 60 000 – 70 000

Sprint 2
Production management,
i.e. managing the main
production schedule,
planning production
capacity planning,
material requirements
planning, resource
planning, preliminary
production capacity
planning
EUR 20 000

Kick-Off meeting,
technological project,
training for key users,
functional analysis, setup,
preliminary data
migration, user acceptance
test and tuning,
preparation of end user
manual, training for end
users, go-live, postimplementation support in
the stabilization period
4 months
120 / 5 (finances) + 10
(logistics)

Kick-Off meeting,
training for key users,
limited functional
analysis, setup,
preliminary data
migration, user acceptance
test and tuning,
preparation of end user
manual, training for end
users, go-live, postimplementation support in
the stabilization period.
3 months
120 / 8 (production)

1 year after the
completion of sprint 1
Settlement based on a
fixed budget. The
agreement stipulated the
completion of 10 tasks.
The acceptance of the
results in each task
released client’s payment.
Sub-project completed on
budget, on time, most
functional goals
completed.

About 6 months after the
completion of sprint 2
Settlement based on a
fixed budget. The
agreement stipulated the
completion of 8 tasks.
The acceptance of the
results in each task
released client’s payment.
Sub-project completed on
budget, with a delay;
most functional goals
were completed.

Sprint 3
Debt collection,
additional reports,
calculating discounts in
product-client perspective,
price policy

EUR 10 000

Limited functional
analysis, setup, user
acceptance test and
tuning, training for end
users, go-live, limited
post-implementation
support in the stabilization
period.

2 months

Settlement based on the
time the consultant spent
on completing the tasks
(time-spent basis).

Sub-project completed on
budget, with a delay;
most functional goals
were completed.

2. The client’s intention was to minimise the risk linked to wrongly choosing the
supplier of implementation services and for this reason they did not decide to sign
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an agreement for the completion of a project including a big range of
functionalities, i.e. combination of sprints 1, 2 and 3, and consequently an
agreement covering a big budget. The client decided to divide the functionalities
into sub-projects, i.e. sprints that would be paid for on the basis of smaller fixed
budgets.
3. The client’s intention while completing a project according to the Agile
Methodology was to guarantee the correct functioning of the information system as
part of project management. The client wished to avoid an overly formalised mode
of communication, which according to them could lead to a delay. Agile
Methodology stresses the importance of informal and clear communication on each
level of the project group, i.e. consultant – key user, project managers, members of
the steering committee, etc.
4. Formal project documentation should be solely limited to:
a. Designing process work instructions in their basic scope without additional
documentation linked to system parameterisation or other documentation linked to
the technological area.
b. Documentation of project meetings along with the documentation of project
risk register, which allows for the description of the current project status and
possible problems occurring at a given project stage.
5. Efficient project risk management through spotting risk factors as something
natural to the completion of IT projects consisting in MIS implementation. Risk
management was carried out both during informal contacts between the members
of the project group and as part of the project group management meetings, which
in sprint 1 took place once every three weeks and once every two weeks in case of
sprint 2 and 3.
To sum up, in order to reduce information asymmetry between the supplier
and the client, company management used Agile Methodology in their project of
ERP system implementation. Agile Methodology facilitated project completion,
in particular:
1. Defining the functional scope of the project, i.e. the individual sprint.
2. Settlement of the outsourcing contract based on a fixed budget during
sprint 1, 2 and 3. The client’s intention was to minimise financial loss
related to the cost of one sprint, not the entire project budget.
3. Client’s gradual absorption of knowledge regarding system functionalities
in the consecutive groups of functionalities implemented during the
individual sprints, not the entire system functionality.
4. A more effective project risk management, since risk analysis applies to
smaller subprojects. More frequent and detailed inspection of individual
task results took place, allowing for the detection of undesirable variations
from the expected course of work completion at an early stage.
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5. Introducing an information system in the project management, responsible
for informing the client’s and supplier’s project group about work stages,
monitoring work progress, risk management and changes concerning
strategic aspects of the project
6. Increasing team discipline in the client’s project group.
5. Summary
The phenomenon of information asymmetry occurs in projects applying to
a particularly advanced technology, including MIS implementation projects,
e.g. ERP-class implementations. We need to stress here that it is impossible to
directly define the level of information asymmetry in this type of project. A direct
measurement of asymmetry would have to consist in identifying the actual
differences in the levels of information on the supplier’s and client side in case of
each MIS sale/purchase transaction. The researcher would need to have access to
all the information possessed by the supplier and then compare its scope with the
scope of information possessed by the client. Apart from the enormous workload
that such research would entail, another barrier would be difficulties in accessing
complete information. Researchers are forced to carry out direct information
asymmetry measurements through an approximation of asymmetry levels based on
variability indicators. The difficulty in carrying out this type of measurement is
certainly one of the reasons why there is a gap in the literature analysing the
influence of information asymmetry on the completion of IT projects, especially
MIS projects. The cycle of research conducted by the author focused on the
analytical perspective of the client during an IT implementation project including
an ERP system implementation has shown that respondents stress the high level of
information asymmetry between the supplier and the client, which may influence
the project success.
To synthesize research results, we need to stress the benefits resulting from
the use of Agile Methodology in the area of decreasing information asymmetry
between the supplier and the client:
• Minimising the risk of a failed investment in an individual sub-project’s
budget. Hence, the risk of financial losses resulting from a failed project
will only apply to only one sub-project.
• A smaller functional scope within one sprint allows for a more effective
and more exact collection of client’s requirements.
• The possibility to control the constantly changing client requirements
concerning system functionalities.
• More exact task completion planning, both in the supplier’s and client’s
project group.
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•

The possibility to identify delays and risk factors early and react to them
swiftly. In the Agile Methodology, the scale of project problems and risks
do not accumulate during one sprint on the same scale as during the
completion of the whole project in the Waterfall Methodology.
• Current monitoring of the supplier’s project team capacity (team velocity).
The author hopes that the research results presented in this publication will help
achieve two goals – revealing important characteristics of the Agile Methodology,
allowing us to reduce the high level of information asymmetry between the
supplier and the client, and also contribute to increasing the success rate of IT
implementation projects consisting in the implementation of MIS.
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